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PREFACE.

[E  information contained in the following pages has 

appeared during the past eighteen months in a series 

o f papers in the M onthly Journal, published by 

Messrs. Stanley G ibbons, Lim ited. T h e original 

object o f those papers was the production o f a 

Glossary o f Philatelic Term s, explaining words and 

phrases used in some spedai sense in Stam p Catalogues. Such 

words, however, even when we give the expression “ Philatelic 

T erm s” a m ost liberal interpretation, are com paratively few in 

number, and I  thought it desirable to add to these a  list of the 

inscriptions found upon a  number o f stamps, the identification of 

which is sometimes difficult to the less experienced collector.

Descriptions o f the various m ethods o f engraving and printing, 

and the various natures o f paper em ployed in the production o f 

stamps, are plainly adm issible into a  H andbook o f this nature; 

and in  preparing m y papers for publication in a separate form it 

appeared to m e that the inform ation upon these points would be 

more easily accessible if  inserted in  the Glossary, under the heads 

o f Engraving and Printing, Paper, & c., instead of giving it in m y 

introductory remarks. I  have, therefore, confined the latter to a 

few observations upon the general treatm ent o f stamp», and 

placed all the rest under m ore or less appropriate headings, 

arranged in alphabetical order.
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It is perhaps unnecessary to state that my information has been 

gleaned from various sources— philatelic and other works, as well 

as living authorities. Am ong the latter I  would especially mention 

Messrs. Perkins, Bacon, &  C o., Lim ited, who m æ t kindly showed 

me their process o f reproducing engravings in iailk-douce ;  and the 

manager o f some extensive paper-mills, to whom I  am indebted 

for the’Metailed description o f paper making.



INTRODUCTION.

OM E two years ago I was asked by a  lady, who wished 
to learn something about the subject with a view to 
■ .tcirting a youthful nephew who was commencing to 
collect, whether there was not some book which would 
tell her “ all about stamps and stamp collecting.” I 
was obliged to confess that I did not know of any 
such book, and I thought it only fair to add that a 
book winch contained a ll about stamps would require 

a riant to lift i t ;  it has, however, often occurred to me since, that 
a  book, de lin g  not so much with stamps themselves as with stamp 
collecting, need not be of impossible sire, and that even if it did not 
include a ll that might be written upon the subject, it might nevertheless 
contain a good deal of information that would be usefid, both to the 
younger collectors and to the parents and friends to whom they so 
often appeal for assistance and advice. This small volume, therefore, is 
not intended to contain everything about stamps nor to he an exhaustive 
treatise upon Philately, but rather to take up the subject from the 
beginning, and to answer, as far as possible, by anticipation, the numerous
questions winch trouble beginners of all classes.

A t the outset it is as well to remind those about to collect that there 
is no Royal Road to Philately, any more than there is to any other study 
or amusement, such as Latin, Greek, or Mathematics, Cnckri, Golf, or 
W hist. Without going into the voted question of whether Philatc y is 
or is not a Science, we may fairly daim  that it U an intellectual amuse
ment, training the powers of observation, inducing habits of neatness 
and accuracy, and forming a pleasant occupation for days and houre that
have to be spent indoors. Incidentally it leads to some elementary know
ledge of geography— the collector is sddom at a  loss as to the qu er 
of the globe in which a anali stamp-issuing country or colony и  situated,
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or as to the mother-country of the most distant possession of a European 
nation— and it not infrequently involves the study of methods of engraving 
and printing, of the manufacture of paper, and of other branches of general 
knowledge which may or may not, be directly useful, but must in any 
case tend to open the mind and widen the ideas of the learner. And 
all this insensibly inculcates habits of study, which are in themselves of 
immense value.

W ith so much by way o f preliminary panegyric, let us now proceed to 
business.

The first thing that the beginner, who has made up his mind to begin 
in earnest, requires is an Album. Perhaps some may suggest that Stamps 
should come first, but I will take it for granted that he, or she (for the 
masculine in these pages, as in those of the grammars, must be held to 
include the feminine), has already got some stamps, either loose in 
envelopes, or perhaps in an old book of some sort which is not suited 
to the requirements o f its present owner. An album then is necessary, 
and the question is, W hat sort of album? For the young beginner 1 should 
most certainly recommend an album of conveniently small size, so as to be 
handled with ease, and stowed away in a small space, and o f very mode
rate cost. H is first album, if he continues to collect, will not be his last ; 
he will probably make not a few mistakes in arranging his stamps, until he 
gets to know them pretty well ; the different issues of some complicated 
countries will be apt to get a little mixed ; and moreover it will be some 
time before practice and experience have enabled him to mount, and more 
especially to remove stamps, when necessary, without injuring the pages 
to some extent A  very complete and elaborate album also would be 
apt both to confuse him by the multitude of varieties provided for, and 
to discourage him by the infinite number of spaces to be filled. For all 
these reasons the young beginner’s album should be modest both in size 
and cost But, at the same time, it should not upon that account be 
carelessly treated ; as much care and trouble should be taken in mounting 
the stamps in it as if it were to be their permanent home. Accidents and 
mistakes will occur, of course, but they should become fewer and fewer 
as time goes on. The care and trouble will by no means be thrown away ; 
the stamps carefully handled and mounted will be in better condition, 
and easier to remove and remount, if occasion arises, than if they bad 
been stuck in just anyhow ; and in the course of a very short time the 
care will cease to be a trouble, and the collector will have learnt that it is 
as easy to mount stamps the right way as the wrong.

The beginner of more mature age may perhaps be left to select an 
album for himself, but still a  few hints may be o f use. W e may give him 
credit for being able to mount his stamps without danger of injuring 
other them or the book, and with having sufficient patience to study his 
album carefully before mounting the stamps, and thus to ensure their 
being placed in correct positions. Few both classes of beginners I 
strongly recommend an album with spaces marked out for the various
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issues; but whereas a book which does not provide for all the minor 
varieties is more suitable for the junior class, the older collector will find 
it better to get one which is planned upon as full a scale as possible, so 
ns to serve at the same time some of the purposes of a  catalogue, an 
show him what varieties exist, even though he may not at first attempt

to collect all of them. _ __ .
An album having been chosen, I think the next thing to be considered

is the treatment of the stamps that we happen to have, and the method 
of mounting them. AU paper should he removed from their backs to com
mence w ith; this is a  general rule. There are cases where it is advisable 
to retain the envelope, if you have it, with the stamp upon it; but I would 
suggest that whenever the inexperienced collector has an opportunity of 
looking over old letters, he should consult someone who has some know
ledge of the stamps upon them before be takes them off, as much valuable 
information may sometimes be thus obtained as to the dates of particular 
varieties. I am writing now, however, of stamps that have already been 
removed from letters, but have paper of some kind stiU adhering to their 
w ir«  This should all be removed, and will probably require soaking off, 
the great majority of stamps may be am ply put into a basin or saucer of 
water and left tiU the paper comes off; but at the same time there are a 

number that are not improved by this process, and there 
are some which wiU not stand it at alL O f these last the following is a 

fairly complete list :—

Afghanistan, current types.
Belgium, some of the recent issues.
Bhor.
Cashmere, the early issues, and the |  anna, brown on yeUow.
Deccan, some of the O fficial surcharges wiU wash off
Great Britain, current and recent issues. Most of the values lose some 

of their colour by washing.
Russia, many of the earlier stamps.
Sornth, the first stamp. . . .
Tasmania, several values of the current stamps have been printed in 

fugitive inks, but they are not very soluble in cold water.

In addition to the above, no stamps, any part of the design of which is 
embotud, should be soaked, and it is generaUy in ad vi^ b kto  «hefo« 
of any fine, unused copies, as soaking i* apt to injure the '
appearance. Paper can be removed from the backs of all tb« * b y  
fo ffy w e L g  the backs only, with a brush, or by laying 
wards and covering the backs with wet blotting-paper. 1 should add, 
that in the case of unused stamps which have a  small piece of pape 
attached to them (such as part of an old hinge, or a portion of the page 
of a book to which they have been attached by one corner ° ^  edgc), 
and which still have their gum upon them, care should be taken to

STAMPS AND STAMP COLLECTING.
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remove as little of the gum as possible, and only the small bit of paper 
should be wetted, not the whole back.

There are many cases in which the appearance of a stamp may be 
improved by a little judicious washing, but this requires a  great deal of 
care, and I should not recommend any beginner to try it; the object should 
not, in any case, be the removal o f the postmark, but simply to get rid of 
grease or other dirt. I need not say that any process which involves 
rubbing the face of the stamp should be avoided, and experience alone will 
teach the collector what stamps can safely be treated with boiling water 
or soap. Personally, I reserve these violent measures for specimens 
which can hardly be made much worse, but which might be greatly 
improved.

The edges of stamps should never be trimmed, unless they are very 
ragged and irregular ; perforations should in no case be cut off, but with 
perforated stamps there is usually no object in retaining anything outside 
the lines o f perforations. A s large a  margin as possible should be left 
on unperforated specimens, even though the stamps thn» become larger 
than the spaces provided for them in the book ; this rule «honid be 
especially observed in the case o f stamp? that exist both perforated 
and imperforated, as a  wide margin is sometime« necessary to distinguish 
these, and a  very small bit of apparently superfluous paper may ail 
the difference between the genuine imperforate copy (perhaps a  rarity) and 
a  doubtful one. "

Having removed the paper from the háríts of our stamps, and carefully 
abstained from using the scissors upon them except ediere absolutely 
necessary, the next thing is to mount them in the book. This should 
always be done by means o f a  hinge o f some sort, the nature and object 
of which it may be necessary to r»plam The hinge «hrwilH be formed 
o f apiece of very thin paper, about the she of the stamp itself, or radier 
smaller— not wider than the stamp at all event*. One edge o f *4 « should 
be gummed to the back of the stamp (at the top is the most nqiai, and 
on the whole the most convenient place), only so much of the hinge being 
attached to the stamp as is necessary to mafcy it quite secure ; it being 
essential not to cover more of the Ьа>-1г of the stamp than is necessary, 
so that the watermark or the nature o f the paper may be easily m m im d  
The remainder o f the piece of thin paper is to be folded down behind 
the stamp; the fold should he on a  level with the top of the latter, so that 
when this portion of the paper 1ms been gammed to the page of die 
album, the whole piece forms a hinge upon which the stamp ran be 
turned over, and the back of it examined, without folding or bending the 
stamp itself at alL This is one o f the objects o f hinging the stamps 
instead of gumming them direct to the page, and in order that it may 
be fully attained, either the fold of the hinge must be at least as high as 
the top of the stamp, or the back part of the hinge must be so gummed 
to the page as to leave a  loose portion at the top as deep as that part of 
stamp which projects above the fold ; if  the fold is below the top of the
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stamp, and the back part o f the hinge is gummed to the page right up to 
the fold, it is evident that the top margin of the stamp will be folded 
whenever the stamp is turned up.

I hope that 1 have made my meaning clear, as 1 consider this rather 
an important point ; but if  any of my readers are not quite sure of my 
meaning, a few experiments in hinging will, I think, make it plain.

For my own part I prefer making the fold o f the hinge coincide with 
the top of the stamp, and gumming either the whole, or at least the top 
half o f the back portion to the page ; I think this keeps the stamps 
strai ghter than when only a  lower part of the hinge is attached to the 
book. But then 1 never use gummed hinges in my collection, but make 
them  of plain white tissue paper, and gum the stamps to them ; when 
these hinges are attached to a white, or nearly white page, they are barely 
perceptible either in the perforation holes, or even if  a  portion of the hinge 
projects above the stamp. W ith gummed hinges it is different; the shiny 
surface would always show at the top of the stamp, and this I consider 
one of the objections to gummed hinges ; it can be got over, however, by 
placing the fold just below the top of the stamp, and only wetting the 
back part at a  little distance below the fold.

But hinges have another object besides enabling the back of the stamp 
to be examined, and this second object appears to me to be too often 
lost sight of. A  hinge once attached to a stamp should form a part of 
that stamp, and should never be removed from it; when the stamp has to 
be moved, the part of the hinge attached to the page of the album should 
be wetted, and the stamp taken off with its hinge complete. A  stamp will 
not last for ever if  frequently hand led, and especially if  frequently wetted—  
it must wear out in time ; and one great object of a  hinge is, от should 
be, to prevent all necessity for ever wetting the stamp again, and thus to 
obviate a great deal of wear and tear. 1 am afraid, from the appearance of 
a good many specimens which have passed through my hands, that many 
collectors look upon gummed hinges as a substitute for the gum bottle 
altogether; when a stamp is to be moved they pull it out of the book, and 
to avoid injuring it by wetting it— or perhaps to avoid trouble— they leave 
the remains o f the old hinge on the back, and stick another over it. I 
have found several layers o f these sometimes, forming a kind of paste
board backing, which does not, to my mind, altogether add to the value 
o f the specimen, and the removal of which requires some care.

This may be said to be the abuse rather than the use o f gummed hinges.
If they are properly used they possess many advantages- Those 

obtained from proper sources are provided with good, clean gum, which 
will not discolour the paper of the stamps, and in any case gum applied 
in this way is less likely to soak into the paper than when used liquid. 
A t the same time there is always the temptation to use a  fresh hinge 

•every time the stamp is moved, because in wetting the back part of the 
hinge to remove it from the book the gum will probably be destroyed, 
an d  fresh gum must be used to stick the stamp in its new posi don.
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I do not say that it is necessary to use all this care in dealing with 
common stamps, or with a bad specimen which is being taken out to be 
replaced by a better, but, as a matter of principle, the hinge should be 
removed with the stamp ; the remains of it must be washed off the page 
in any case, the stamp will be handier as a duplicate with a hinge attached 
to it, and if it is one o f some value it is of importance to save it unneces
sary wear.

So far I have alluded only to adhesive stamps. Envelopes and Post 
Cards must be treated differently : neither of these can conveniently be 
arranged in the same album as adhesives ; both should be kept whole, 
either in special albums with cardboard leaves, or in boxes or drawers of 
suitable shape— envelopes are always more valuable whole, and the stamps 
cut out of post cards are quite valueless.



GLOSSARY.

İN  the following Dictionary, or Glossary, of Philatelic 
Terms, and of the inscriptions found upon certain 
stamps, I wish to give as much assistance as possible 
to the young collector, both in identifying his stamps, 
and in understanding what he reads in philateuc 
magazines and other books; at the same time I do 
not »bink it necessary to include words that are em- 

■  ployed by philatelists in the same seise as by anyone
else, in fact in their ordinary sense (or in one o f their ordinary senses). 
Sudi'words as “ Counterfeit- and “ Forgery,- for m stanc^require no 
- я ^ м А д . jf  I say that they mean “  Imitation * I might be asked to 

tto t word also, and thus have to publish £ f ţ g j ţ j
of the English and a  few foreign languages. Facsimile 1 J “ « *  in 
r-w w , as it seems to be considered, by some collectors and others, to 
have a different meaning from that of the two words ju*t

In examining the inscriptions upon the stamps I «P«*1 ^ c o lle c to r  
to a  fŢrtain amount of trouble for himself, and where the name of 
the issuing country is shown fairly plainly be should 
pcrint it out to him7 The inscriptions given below are those m which the 
name of the country rather does not appear at all, or is m some form very 
different to the English name ; except where
1 eive it in full, under the initial of the first word in it The stami» of 
which the design consists principally, or entirely, of m Indian
or other Oriental characters, will be found under the ^  of ^ n  
Inscriptions,” where illustrations are given of the in c ip r i  
The inscriptions upon the Russian Locals I do not attempt to «tol with, 
but I "give a Russian alphabet which will be of a ssig n e e  in tb s  and 
some other cases ; these stamps can be more easily identified by means 
of a fully illustrated catalogue, such as that of the publishers of this book.

Album  'with M ovable Leaves.— W e all know what an album is, but 
there is a spedai kind of album, used I believe solely by stamp collectors, 
which in place of being bound in the ordinary way, has the pages and 
covers’ held*together by means of strings, screws, 
contrivance ; so that the leaves can at any ö m eb etak c" S S S  
changed, and fresh leaves inserted wherever they may be required.

A. &  T .= Annám & Tonquin (surcharged upon French Colonial 
stamps).
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ANATOAIKH POMYAIA (Anatolike Romelia) =  Eastern Roumelia. 
Inscription immediately above the words “ emp. ottoman” on stamps 
closely resembling those of Turkey, issues of 1876 and later. These are 
the stamps given under Roum elia in the catalogues. The same with the 
Bulgarian Lion printed upon them are usually placed under the head of 
Eastern Roumelia.

a  percevoir (To pay, or T o be collected) with value only. Upon the 
Unpaid Letter Stamps of Belgium and of Guadeloupe, lb e  stamps of 
Belgium bear also the motto ML* UNION fait la FORCE” (Union is 
Strength) in very small letters.

BAtonn/. (See Paper.)
Bayern= Bavaria.
Super, goffrare (Bavaria. Postage Due.) On the Bavarian Urn- 

paid Letter Stamps.
Belgique= Belgium.
Bestellgeld-frei (Post Free, or D elivery Free). On the Local 

Envelopes of Hanover.
Bollo straordinario per le  poste (Special Postage Stamp). On 

the Journal stamp of Tuscany.
Braunschweig= Brunswick.
Bţ A? On the Gaucho stamps of Buenos Ayres.
Cabo V e r d e = Cape Verde.
Callao. Peru.
Cataluna. Spain, Carlist stamp.
Carriers’ Stamp. United States ; the stamp thus inscribed paid the 

letter-carriers’ charge for the delivery o f letters.
C. Ch. =  Cochin-China (surcharged upon French Colonial stamps).
Cen ts (three, six, or ten). On the first issue o f United States envelopes.
Chiffre Taxe  (Amount to pay). On the Unpaid Letter Stamps of 

France.
Ch ile=ChilL
Chorrillos. P en .
Colombia. It may be well to draw attention to the fact ţhaţ this 

name appears upon many o f the stamps issued by the States forming

К of the Republic of Colombia— Antioquia, Bolivar, Cundinamarca, 
ama, Santander, and Tolitna— in addition to the name o f the State 

to which the stamps specially belong.
Commission fur retourbriefe (Returned Letter Department). On 

Returned Letter Stamps o f Bavaria and Wurtemberg. The following 
illustrations show those with the Arms of the two Kingdoms.
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The oblong labels with an inscription only belong to Bavaria ; like the 
former, they bear the names of the various towns in which they are used.

Commission fur Ruckbriefe. On Returned Letter Stamps of 
Bavaria.

Comunicaciones (Communications). On some of the issues of Spain.
CORREIO (Postage, or Post Office). On the early issues of Portugal.
Correo Interior (Inland Postage). On the stamps of Madrid 

(Spain).
Correo Oficial (Official Postage). On the Spanish Official stamps.
CORREOS. This, as the Spanish for Post Office, naturally occurs upon 

a very large number of stamps, and I must ask my readers to be careful 
in looking for a name upon these stamps before referring them to any of 
the following descriptions, which only relate to stamps upon which the 
name is not given.

W e may divide them into classes :
I. W ith CORREOS and the value.
W ith Arms in the centre, and the word * rea l”  “  Real,”  or “  real,* on 

the early issues of the Dominican Republic, as shown jn  the following

Domnwicm* Reýmbiic.

W ith a  head in the centre, and “  Rţ- " (or “  R? *) “  PLA T A  F .," on the 
stamps of Cuba and the Philippine Islands. The illustrations show 
types of these places, which might very possibly be mistaken for one 
another, and a  type of Spain which they both closely resemble, but upon 
which the value is differently expressed.

Crnim. P k U iffin tt. S fa iя.

W ith head, and “  R«- pr*. F.,”— Cuba.
„  я “ C E N T P? F?»—  Philippines. .
„  „  “ C? D E E ?»  „
„  „  “ C U A R TO S*—  Spain.
„  „  “ R E A L * „
„  „  “ R E A LE S» „
„  „  “ C E N T D E E SC ?»„
„ „  “ C E N TI MOS ”— Venezuela.
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2. W ith CORREOS, value and date.
« Ctos » (« R t » or « R? *) “  1864”— Spain.
“ C 1105- 1866” — Cuba and Spain.

The only value common to both is the 20 centimos, but that of Cuba 
is green and im per/., while that o f Spain is lila c  and per/. A ll the other 
values belong to Cuba.

“ C-os. 1867*— Cuba.
“ C f 1870 e „

3. W ith OORREOS and other inscriptions, not including a name. 
“ certificado” (registered) “  1850*— Spain.
“ CERTIFY * “ 1851" „
“ CERTpo” “  1852" (“  1853,”  or “  1854 я)— Spain.
“ FRANCO” (free) “ 1850я (“ 1851," “ 1852,* “ 1853," or “ 1854”)— Spain. 
“  franco 2 c? ”  (no date)— Spain.
“  franco” “  1854 y  55”— Philippines.
“ interior* „

(This must not be confounded with “ correo interior,” which is 
mentioned above, and in which the first word is without the final “  s.”)

“  PORTE franco* (carriage free)— Peru.
“ Y TELEGŞ* (or “ teleg**-*) (and telegraph)— Spain.

This, I believe, completes the combinations with correos.
Crescent. On the stamps o f Turkey, usually surmounted by a  Star, 

but sometimes alone.
Cross. W ith numerák only, or with the word “ centimes* and a 

da»*- also, on the Envelopes, Wrappers, and Post Cards o f Switzerland.

CPblJA прттА (Servia Post), or the first word alone. On the stamps 
o f Servia.

C  S. A .= Confederate States o f America.

D an mark= Denmark.
D ansk-vestindisee oer= Danish W est Indies, or St. Thomas.

D eficit (deficiency). On the Unpaid Letter Stamps of Peru.

D er ECHOS de firma (Tax upon Documents). Upon some o f the 
fiscal stamps used for postage in the Philippine Islands.

Deutsche reichs-fost (German Imperial Post). On the stamps of 
the German Empire.

Dragons form the principal part o f the design of the earliest issues of 
Japan, without any English inscriptions.

E agle, with no inscriptions at all, and only numerák in the upper 
corners of the stamp— Bosnia.

Electrotyping (see Engraving and Printing).

ВАЛ. ГРАММ =  E L L  (as) GRAM M  (atosemon) (Greece. Letter 
Stamps). On the stamps of Greece.

BAAAZ=ELLAS (Greece). .

Embossed (see Engraving and Printing).
ЕЯАР19М0И rPAMMATOZHMON =  E N A R IT H M O N  G R A M M A - 

TO SEM O N  (Supplementary Letter Stamps). On the Unpaid Letter 
Stamps of Greece.
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Engraving and Printing. The various modes o f Engraving and 
Printing employed in the production of stamps may be said to be four : 
I .  Printing from plates engraved in ta ille douce, technically termed 
copperplate printing, by which what are known as line-engravings are 
produced. 1 mention these different terms, because stamps thus printed 
are usually described as “ engraved in ta ille douce? though this expression 
applies more strictly to the method of engraving the die or plate ; 
copper-plate printing is the English equivalent, and the impressions 
produced are line-engravings. 2. Typography, or surface-printing, the 
process by which books, &c., are printed. 3. Lithography, сиг printing 
from stone. 4. Embossing, by which impressions are produced in relief ; 
this is usually employed in connection with the second process, and may 
be said to be a variety of it, but it produces very different results from 
those of ordinary typography.

The first of these processes was probably the earliest form of printing 
that was invented, but it seems to have been originally employed, not by 
printers, but by engravers and chasers of m etal It was, and is still, no 
doubt, their habit to rub paint, or colouring matter of some kind, into the 
lines of their work, and to take an impression from it to see how they 
were progressing; thence arose, perhaps, a practice of multiplying 
engravers’ designs by this means, and finally the engraving of plates, not 
for their own sake as works of art, but for the express purpose of being 
printed from.

In this process those lines of the design which appear in black, or 
odour, in the stamp or other print produced by it, are cut into the die or 
plate. The ink is rubbed into these cuts, and the plate is then carefully 
wiped, so as to remove all colour from the raised portions (that is, from 
the original surface) of the metal, which represent the parts that are to 
remain uncoloured in the impression. Damp paper is used for printing 
upon, and, great pressure being employed, the paper is forced more or 
less into the hollows in the plate, and so takes up the ink. In impressions 
of this kind die ink can be plainly seen, with a magnifying-glass, to stand 
in ridges on the paper, and in many cases the lines can be felt with the 
finger-nail or the point of a penknife ; while, if  the back be examined, 
corresponding furrows may be found, showing that the ridges are due not 
solely to the thickness of the ink, but in part also to the paper having 
b ea i pressed into the lines in the plate.

A s specimens o f this kind of engraving, we may take the Penny and 
Twopenny stamps o f Great Britain from 1840 to 1880, almost all the 
adhesive stamps o f the United States, and many others which cannot be 
noticed here.

Fot Typography the plates are engraved upon exactly the opposite 
principle to that just described ; the portions which are to receive the ink 
are left in relief, while those that remain uncoloured in the impression are 
cut away; the ink is applied by means of a roller,to the parts that are in 
relief, that is, in the case of an engraved (date or block, to those ports of 
the original surface that are left, and in any case to a level surface of 
raised lines, &c. (hence the term Surface-printing) ; the paper is, in 
ordinary cases of printing books, &£., used damp, but it can also be 
employed dry ; and, if the paper has not been subsequently pressed or 
rolled, the impression can generally he seen to be sunk in on the surface, 
and to be in slight relief on the back. Printers’ type is all made upon 
this system, as are also, of course, the blocks for illustrations that appear 
in the letterpress, and it is for that reason that this kind of printing is 
ralUH typography. Newspapers and books show the characteristics of 
this process, to a greater or less extent, according to the pressing that 
they have undergone after printing. The current postage stamps of Great
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Britain, all those of France, and those o f many other countries, are 
specimens of typography, those of the two countries named being 
especially fine examples of it

Lithography is printing from stone, and in this process the lines of 
the design are neither cut into the stone nor, to any appreciable extent, 
raised upon its surface, but are simply lines, &c. of a special kind of ink 
upon the prepared surface of a  certain nature of stone. The design is 
drawn upon the stone, or drawn or printed upon paper for transfer to a 
stone, in this ink; when the stone is being printed from, it is wetted, and 
printing ink applied to it with a  roller, as in surface-printing; the printing 
ink does not affect the wet surface of the stone itself, but only adheres to 
the design drawn or impressed upon it, as it does to the raised portions of 
the types used in surface-printing, and an impression is printed in the 
same manner as in the latter process. A  lithograph therefore shows 
neither the ink in relief upon the paper, nor the impression indented into 
it; it may generally be recognised by a greasy feeling on the surface, but 
it is difficult for an amateur to distinguish a  good lithograph from a well- 
pressed typograph in the case o f a  small thing like a  stamp. The 
majority of the stamps that have beai produced by lithography are not 
first-rate specimens of the result of that process. Perhaps the best are 
the issues of British Guiana dated 1853, i860, and 1863, lithographed by 
Messrs. W ateriow &  Sons. The j a , i a . ,  and 4 a. of the first issue o f 
India ; the Mauritius id. and 2d. with Grede border, and the great majority 
of the general and provincial issues of the Republic of Colombia, are 
lithographs of various degrees of excellence. The process is a very cheap 
and simple one, and for that very reason, as well as for others which 
may be considered later, not very suitable for the production of postage 
stamps. An accurate knowledge of its results is principally important 
to philatelists, because most o f the early forgeries were produced by this 
method.

Em bossing is not, strictly speaking, a method of printing at all, but 
is merely stamping in relief. A  die for embossing is engraved upon a 
similar principle to that for copper-plate printing, the design to be 
embossed being cut into the plate ; but such dies as those employed for 
stamping the English envelopes have much wider hollows «ban could 
possibly be used in line-engraving. An examination of an impression of 
one o f these envelope dies will convey as good an idea as we can desire 
o f the nature of embossing. The head, we see, is formed by a  deep 
hollow in the die, at the bottom o f which are further shallow cuts forming 
the details of the diadem, the hair, the eye, the ear, &c. Forming a 
ground to this is a  fiat, oval surface, enclosed by a  rather deeply cut line. 
Outside this we find an oval band of interlaced wavy lines, the pattern 
of which is broken by the letters o f the inscription, which are on a  level 
with the surface o f the die. Beyond this band again is a  deeply-cut line; 
and outside all a narrow rim on a level with the other portions that are 
left in relief. The die is inked as for surface-printing (in fact, the colour 
is surface-printed) ; very heavy pressure is used ; and a piece of leather, 
or substance of that nature, being under the paper, the latter is forced 
up into the hollows of the die, and receives an impression from th an  in 
relief, at the same time as the coloured impression from the raised 
portions o f the die. A s examples of adhesive stamps produced by plain 
embossing, we may take the red and the w hite Scinde Dawk stamp, and 
the second issue of Sardinia, the latter being embossed [fiain upon 
ordinary coloured paper. The third issue o f Sardinia is also embossed 
plain, the coloured frame bring first lithographed, and then the head 
embossed in the centre and the inscriptions on the coloured portion. In 
the later issues the head alone is embossed, and the fiam é lithographed,

i
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none of these being instances of embossing in colour, or combined 
embossing and surface-printing in one process. Examples of the latter 
^  tte  firet 6cL, i od., and is. o f Great Britam; Л е blue ^ n d e D a w k ; 
the issues of Austria and Austrian Italy from 1858 to 1863; those of 
Bavaria from 1867 onwards; Brunswick, 1865; Hamburg, i860; Ln beer, 
1863; and various others among Л е adhesives ; and our own stamped 
envelopes, as well as Л е majority of Лове of other countries.

The above are general descriptions of the processes alluded to. W e 
must now consider briefly Лей- special application to the productmn of 
stamps. T o understand this fully, we must first, I thin^ consider the 
requirements that the design for a postage stamp has to fulfil I timust 
be of small sue, both for convenience of use, and m order that the cost 
o f production may be infinitesimal ; it must be difficult of imitation, to 
guard against the danger of forgery; and it must at the  *
capableof being reproduced in unlimited numbers. These requirements 
are not so very easy to satisfy, for Л еу involve a very small engraving 
Ş T S L  l S  veS- difficult to copy, and that can yet be multiplied

m T h ^ *w as no difficulty in finding engravers who could put a  sufficient 
amount of fine work into a small space to gu^ d against forgoy !, an da 
combination of mechanical designs produced by intricate machinery, 
with a portrait delicately engraved by hand, such as ̂ was adopted tor 
the first English stamps, was proof against succrssful 
ordinary purpose a single die, or plate, thus engraved is sufficient, but 

metal couid píodTce the mUlions upon miUrons of 
impressions necessary in this case. Besides this, « was re q u ite  thai 
5мП*атрв should be produced in sheets; so that it became necessary to 
multiply, not merely impressions, but the dies themselves.

F ot surface-printing this multiplication o f d ie  and blocks had fo 
many years beenrtfected by casting, which we wdl consider later. But 
for omrfiret adhesive stamps it was decided to adopt
and the difficulty was to produce a plate, engraved m tadU-douce, with a 
number of exactly accurate copies of Л е same smaUdesign. A n m ü r e  
plate engraved by hand (such as was subsequently used ш certam 
mstances elsewhere) would not İmine met ^  
detection of forgery, it was essential that evenr stamp on the sheersm b m  
be identically Л е same, and it is impossible for Л е most skilful engraver
to repeat his work with absolute accuracy. __ . .  . - „ „ re d

A  process, от series of processes, for this purpose had Ьеет invented 
bv Mr Tacob Perkins, of Massachusetts, Л е found«- of Л е firm of 
R r ^ Ä & S V  1839 Л е titte was Mesura. B j ^ d  P « d b  
and they had/1 believe, at that tune, a  patent for Л е use of these 
processes inEngland) ; and I am indebted to therejaeaentatiTrs of the 
p r ^ S fir m ,P « îd n s , Bacon, &  C ol,  Limited, for an opportunity of 

th ^ rth S T o ftran sferrin g  a  design from a s t e e l d i e t o a  plato 
Three erf Mr. Perkins’ inventions were employed in the p n ^ d |°*i

ist. An improved machine for engraving elaborate design  
geometrical lathe-work. and. A  method of jo ften m g steel, so tto t tt 
couldbe easily engraved upon, and Л еа haidem ngit. 3rd A  method 
o f transferrine an engraving from one blode of rtem to another.

The whole operation then is as follows: А  ° í Î5L m T a « i
firrt cngravedAipon a  block of soft steel. Ib is  block r f  sted is then 
harden S t o  suchan extent that it can Ь ^ 1 у Ы  s c ra tth e d ^ ^  impr№ 
sion from it İs next taken upon the curved surfe«  o f a f  rolla- от 
solid whed of soft sted, some three or four inches m i ™ Jj “  
sufficient thickness to receive the impression UP°“
For this impression, the die is placed, fece upwards, upon Л е bed

В
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of a species of press; the roller is placed on the face of the die, and 
held down by means of a lever acted upon by weights, which regulate 
the pressure. Projecting from the centre of each side of the roller is a 
small boss or trunnion, forming an axle, upon which the lever rests. A  
long handle is fitted on one end of the axle, and by means o f this the 
roller is carefully rocked backwards and forwards until it has received a 
complete and accurate impression of the engraving upon the die.

The roller having been hardened, a  plate is constructed from it, by 
taking the number of impressions required in exactly the same manner 
as in transferring from the original die to the roller, the roller, of course, 
being uppermost in both cases ; and in making the plate great care must 
be taken only to rock the roller just sufficiently each way, as to give a 
clear impression of the outer line of the design, without, at the g ™  
time, obliterating any portion of the previous impression.

In the case of our first adhesive postage stamps, the background and 
side borders were engraved by machinery, and the head, the words 
“  postage * at the top, and “  ONE PENNY ’  at the bottom, and the 
ornaments in the upper corners, by hand on the original die. The die for 
the Two pence was made by taking an impression upon a  roller from the 
One penny die, removing the words “  ONE penny,” and then transferring 
the design to a  fiat piece o f steel, upon which the words “  two pen ce” 
were afterwards engraved.

The letters in the corners, in the lower corners in the early issues, and 
in all four in the later, were inserted with steel punches upon the plate 
itself, which, after being cleaned up and all buns removed, is hardened 
in its turn, and is then ready for printing from. The plate numbers, 
when these w o e  inserted in the stamps, were cut upon the rollers, which 
then became available for the construction of one plate each only; and 
this, I was informed, was afterwards found to have its advantages, as in 
case of any o f the impressions upon a  plate requiring re-cutting, or 
deepening, after it had been in use, the roller from which it had been 
made could easily be identified, and was naturally used for that purpose; 
for the impressions upon different rollers are not absolutely identical in 
size, the hardening process varying slightly in its shrinking effect upon 
different pieces of steel.

There is little doubt that copper-plate printing gives the finest results 
of any of the various processes employed for the production of stamps. 
The principal objection to it is its expense. The plates are expensive to 
make, the printing is comparatively slow, there is great waste of ink, and 
the wiping and rubbing of the plates causes them to wear out far sooner 
than in surface-printing.

For the second process— Typographic or Surface-printing— an original 
die is, of course, engraved also; but as, whether this is to be ured for 
printing from or for the production of other dies, there is not so much 
wear and tear involved as in copper-plate printing, the engraving need 
not be upon steel, though I believe the dies for the English stamps 
printed by Messrs. De la  Rue &  Co. are of that metaL Blocks of this 
nature for other purposes are more usually engraved upon wood ; hence 
the term wood-cuts, applied to the illustrations printed with the text o f a 
book or a newspaper. The provisional triangular Cape of Good Hope 
stamps were no doubt also called “ wood-blocks" for this reason, and it 
has indeed only recently been discovered that the original dies for there 
were of steel

Reproductions o f the engraved die are made in this care by Stereo
typing, or by Electrotyping ; at the present day most frequently by the 
latter process. In Stereotyping, casts or impressions firmi the die are 
taken m plaster of Paris, or m papier mâché. These, when dry and
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hard, are used in turn as moulds for making casts in metal, which should 
be exact reproductions of the original die. Type metal is commonly 
employed for these final casts, a  certain number of which are damped 
together, or fixed to a  backing of some kind, to print a  whole s t o  ol 
stamps. The blocks for printing the Mulready envelop« (the original 
of which was engraved upon brass) were produced m this way, as were 
also those for the Cape stamps alluded to above, the Bue?°* f^yres 
“ ships,* and, I believe, the second issue of Luxemburg. It may be 
news to some of my readers that the daily papers are usually prmted 
from stereotypes, made by taking an impression from 
movable type (which has to be set up m a  flat form) ™ «“*<*(*
which is S e n  bent to such a  shape that a metal cast taken from it will 
fit the cylinders by which the paper is printed. . . .

For Ekctrotyping, the impression from the original die .ls 
wax or in gutta-percha, and upon this a thin film of coppw is deposited 
bym eans ^ r g ïv a n k  b atter^  A  facsimile of Л е engraved die .s th i*  
nroduced. which is backed with type metal, and then m ountedupona 
block for printing from. A  number of these electrotypes may be clamped 
togethe/ for^printing a sheet of stamps ; or, as I believe is « sew U ft 
o^r own current issues, several of
or other material, are arranged together, and ^ H S t
for printing a  whole sheet or pane, made upon them. As I tave ju^  
stated, thecurrent stamps of Great Britaini are examples of ^ 's  mcthod 
o f reproduction, as are also all those of Fiance. 1 «^y ^ d  ^ a t Üre 
blocks used for illustrating tins bode are electrotype^ Tbe ongmal dre 
o f X s e  is probably not engraved by hand u pon w o°J ta t P ^ u ce d  
upon metal by some photographic process, which ^  "  ţ  
h o e , as such processes have not, I beheve, as yet been employed lor roe

1̂ ForCprinrin^ stamps by lithography, İte  design is either draw n“ Р?“  
transfer paper, and thence transferred to a  stone, or dra*n u p m th e 
stone itsdf, or, as is more frequently the case, it isenjravedjjas faT opo
graphic printing, or in taUUdtm a, upon wood ormetaL 
Sr the wood or metal block, serves as the original die ; from this tire 
impressions required are taken singly upon transfer 
ink. These are pasted upon a  sheet of paper so as to represent a  sheet 
or pane of stamps; the sheet is placed ^  dow w ardsupon a  stone of
a  s r e to  receive it, and, after being £
washed off, and the impressions are found to be transferred tó thestooe* 
w hichcan afterwards be used for printing from. Lithographic transfer 
paper is simply ordinary paper, coated with a  composition 
tta đ e sip i, drawn or p rin täu p on  it in lithographic mk, to be transferred

*° Thf°is^plainly a much simpler method of multiplymg the d « i^  ttan  
either of Лоте previously described ; each
the original stone or die, and, if any oerfect Where
many more as are wanted can be produced with p e ^  w nere
several values are required o f the same dcrign, ttatp om on  is leftbU nk 
in the original, a n d th e  values are printed from separate blocks an« 
inserted in t e  paper t r a n k s  ; th is m d o n e  m * e
o f British Guiana, 1853,

s a Ä Ä Ä g Ä
Ä f Ä Ä Ä Ä  * « -

Ы  lilhography, Ы . Ï  с » » , ш ж ак tt*
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beauties of copper-plate printing, and where a number o f transfers have 
to be taken some of the small details are apt to get blurred, and minute 
variations may occur which may almost be mistaken for varieties of type, 
which is a great objection where all the copies are required to be 
identically the same. It is also open to the objection that it is a cheap 
and simple process, and that a lithograph can of course be closely imitated 
by a lithograph.

It should be mentioned that in some cases acid is applied to the stone, 
after the design has been drawn upon or transferred to it, and the surface 
slightly eaten away, so as to leave the lines in very slight relief ; impres
sions írom a stone prepared in this manner still more closely resemble 
those produced by Typography. There is also a process of engraving 
on stone, in which the lines are cut or etched into the surface, as in ta ille- 
douce engraving ; the original dies for the first | anna, red, o f India, and 
for the locally made stamp of Trinidad, were produced in this manner, 
as were probably also those for the first issue o f Spain.

About Embossing there is little more to be said. The embossed adhe
sives o f our own country were printed one by one upon a  sheet of paper ; 
the distance between the impressions therefore varies, and they may even 
be found touching and overlapping. It is probable that embossing in 
such high relief could not readily be done in sheets o f a number of stamps 
at once, but the Sardinian stamps, the relief on which is much less, no 
doubt were embossed thus.

Before leaving the subject of engraving and {Minting, it seems advisable 
to say a  few words about those stamps which show a number of varieties 
of type on the same sheet, and the nature of which I believe to be some
what of a  puzzle to my less experienced readers. To the advanced collector 
some of these have formed a puzzle of quite another kind, and many of 
the most interesting papers that have been written upon philatelic subjects, 
owe their origin to the productions of more or less unskilful engravers in 
distant parts of the globe.

This, however, is not the aspect of the question with which I have now 
to deal ; my object here is to explain how these varieties arise, and to 
explain why the study of them is important to collectors, and why it is so 
necessary that some at least should possess them all and be able to 
arrange them in their proper order.

T o go back to first causes, it may be said that these varieties originate 
in human imperfection, being due to the fact that it is impossible for the 
most skilful draftsman, or engraver, to produce an absolutely exact copy 
of any except the most simple designs, without the assistance of elaborate 
mechanical appliances. And, as a design that could be easily copied 
would not have been suitable, and the engravers available were not very 
highly skilled, the results were such as might have been expected. These 
stamps then are printed finom plates (I include under this bead all kinds 
of plates and lithographic stones), each separate stamp-design upon which 
has been engraved or drawn by hand, instead of being reproduced from 
one original matrix by one of the processes already described ; each 
design, therefore, on the plate differs slightly and unintentionally, from 
each of the others, and consequently no two stamps upon the same sheet 
are identically the same, though all the sheets printed from that plate will 
be alike, and any particular variety of the stamp will always be found in 
the same position upon the sheet.

It will be seen that these stamps violate one o f the first principles which 
were laid down as necessary for a  perfect stamp, namely, that all impres
sions of it should be exactly the same ; but this was unavoidable in the 
circumstances under which most of them were produced. Taking the 
earlier and more important of these as example, we can easily see that a
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metal plate, engraved in taille-douce, was considered essential ; stereo
typing or lithography could probably have been used, either in Mauritius, 
New South W ales, Tasmania, or the Philippines, as was the case in 
Victoria ; but those processes were probably not considered sufficiently 
safe, and that of Mr. Perkins, for reproducing a die engraved in taille- 
douce, was not available. It is curious that the earliest of all the stamps 
of this class, those of Zurich, were engraved or drawn with five varieties 
o f type in a  row, and were then, I believe, reproduced by lithographic 
transfer so as to form a stone from which they were printed in sheets ; it 
was therefore apparently quite unnecessary to engrave more than one 
type in the first instance.

Among the earliest are those forming the second issue of Mauritius ; 
in the first issue of that colony the engraver endeavoured to avoid the 
difficulty by engraving only one stamp upon each plate, but it was very 
soon found to be impossible to keep up a supply o f stamps by printing 
them one at a time, and, after some five hundred copies of each value 
had been struck off, the use of these single-type plates was abandoned. 
Hence the rarity of the id. and 2d., “ POST office” Mauritius, as they 
are called. The second issue was printed from plates with twelve stamp
designs upon each, twelve id. upon one and twelve 2d. upon the other, 
each of them differing, for the cause 1 have already stated, from each 
of the others to a  very decided extent ; the engraver being evidently of 
very small skill— he was a watchmaker by trade— and probably not con
sidering it necessary to do more than make twenty-four rather rough copies 
o f his first design. The same cause produced the same effect in other 
cases, and in each the result is that we find a certain number of varieties

of the same general design, which may ether be found all 
upon the same sheet— being printed from one plate—or may

exist some upon one sheet and some upon another, owing to the plate 
having worn out and been engraved a  second time (as in the case of 
some of the New South W ales stamps), or to more than one plate having 
been engraved with copies of the same design (as in the case of the first 
4<L of Tasmania and the first issue of Afghanistan). I have alluded 
especially to this question of the existence in some cases of more than 
one distinct plate, because it formed one of the great difficulties of the 
earlier philatelic students; and also because there is generally a kind 
of “ family likeness” between the types on the same plate which will 
distinguish them from those on another plate of the same design ; the 
difference being very often such as to render it necessary, even for the 
collector who does not attempt to collect a ll the varieties of type, to 
endeavour to obtain a specimen o f a variety from each of the several 
plates.

It is sufficient, however, for the less advanced collector to be aware 
that these varieties of type exist, so that, in these particular cases, he 
may not suppose, that because two specimens o f a stamp differ in minor 
details, they cannot both be genuine; and this consideration leads me to 
the question of the importance o f the study, and the collection, of all 
these varieties of type, which can only be carried out by collectors who 
confine themselves to the stamps of certain countries.

A s already stated, the fact that these stamps exist in numerous varieties 
of type is a  violation of one o f the first principles of good stamp
engraving, and the reason of this is that it renders the detection of 
forgeries exceedingly difficult. It must have been difficult enough for 
the Post-office authorities o f the places in which they were used, to 
detect any imitations that might nave been employed to defraud the 
government, even though they had entire sheets of the stamps by them, 
with which to compare any suspicious-looking specimens ; probably their
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greatest safeguard was the fact that the only person in the place, in some 
cases, who could have imitated the stamps was the man who engraved 
them. W e collectors labour under much greater disadvantages; the 
forgeries of rare stamps, made to defraud us, are produced by engravers 
of some skill (fortunately they are frequently too well done), and we can
not, every one of us, have at hand even a  reconstructed sheet of Sydney 
Views, early Mauritius, first issue Tasmania, or even the five types o f 
the 4 kreuzer Zurich. I f it were not then for those who have studied 
and collected the stamps of this particular country and that particular 
country, and who are ready to [dace at the disposal o f others the know
ledge and experience which they have thus gained, the general collector 
would be at the mercy of any skilful forgery of a  stamp of the class I 
am dealing with, because, without comparison with every one of the 
genuine types, it would be impossible to detect it.

Again, a mere knowledge of the fact that these varieties exist may 
serve to put a  collector on his guard ; for instance, if he receives a very 
nice lot of id. Mauritius, of 1848, and finds on examination that all are 
identically the same, in their smallest details, he may be assured that 
they are bad. The forger, as a  rule, makes only one engraving ; the only 
exceptions to this rule that I am acquainted with, are some forgeries of 
the id. “  Sydney View,” o f which 1 have seen four varieties (two pairs, 
each showing two varieties, engraved side by side), rendering them apt to 
deceive even experienced philatelists.

A  most troublesome portion of this class consists o f those stamps of 
very uninteresting appearance, that are set up from printer's type, such 
as the 1862 issue of British Guiana, the u Fiji Tim es Express,” and the 
first issue of Rom ion, to name some o f the rarest examples. Most of 
these are printed in black upon coloured paper, and those of them that 
were made up o f common type and ornaments, such as may be found in 
any printing office, are very easy to imitate. Fortunately in this case 
again, exact imitation is practically impossible, and of the rarer issues 
at least there are only a  limited number o f genuine varieties, the arrange
ment of which has in most cases been studied; but where there have 
been several printings, and the type has been set up afresh each time (as 
in the case of the stamps of Nowanugger on coloured paper), it would 
be quite impossible to detect forgeries. O f the stamps just mentioned, 
M. Moens, in his new catalogue, gives illustrations of thirty-six different 
sheets, each containing ten or fifteen stamps, all more or less different 
from one another, and we do not know how many more may exist.

Having thus, I hope, explained the nature and origin o f these varieties, 
I will conclude with a list of the countries amongst whose issues they 
are to be found—

Afghanistan : issues down to 1878.
Antioquia: provisionals of 1889 and 189a
Ватта.
Bavaria: oblong Returned Letter Labels.
BhopaL
Bolivia: 1867-68,
Bremen : 3 types of 3 grote, 2 types of 5 grote.
British Guiana: 1850, 1851 (г types of each value), 1862,1882.
Cashmere : all, except the round stamps and the 4 a. and 8 a. o f 1866 

(the two types of the round § a. and 1 a. are not upon the same 
sheet).

Colombia: provisional stamps of 1879; and two types o f each of the 
10 c. o f 1868, the 10 c. of 1874, and the 2I c. Unpaid Letter 
Stamp of 187a
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Confederate States : 2 types of the 10 c. o f 1863, but not found on the 

same sheet There are varieties of type of several of the Con
federate Locals.

Comentes.
Cundinamarca: provisionals o f 1883.
Deccan: 1869.
Dominican Republic: 1862, 1865.
Ecuador : 1866, 2 types of the 4 reales.
Egypt : 1867, 4 types of each value.
Fiji Tim es Express.
Gaboon: stamps of local manufacture.
Griqualand: Mount Currie Express, 4 types.
Guadeloupe : the Unpaid Letter Stamps.
Japan: issues down to 1876.
Jhind : native issues from 1882, 25 types.
M adagascar: 1891.
Mauritius : 1848, 1859 the two 2d. stamps with lined background. 
Nevis : the stamps of emblematic designs.
New Caledonia: i860.
New South W ales: Sydney Views, Laureated series, Registration 

Stamps.
Nowanugger : stamps on coloured paper.
Oldenburg : 1853, ^  and thaler, 2 types on the sheet of each. 
Philippine Islands: 1854; 1855, 5 types, 4 together upon one sheet, 

and the 5th upon another; 1859, 4 types upon the sheet of each 
value.

Reunion : 1852, and the Unpaid Letter Stamps.
Russian Locals : many of these are type-set, or engraved in more than 

one type. ■
Salvador: 1879 issue, 10 types o f 1 a , 5 of each o f the other values; 

a 2nd edition, o f 1881, shows 15 types o f 1 c ,  15 of t  c ,  and 
25 o f 5 c.

Sandwich Islands: 1852, 2 types of each value; all the numeral issues. 
Servia: 1866, Arms type.
Soruth : except the first issue.
Spain : Carlist Stamps, 2 types of the }  real, rose.
Switzerland : Zurich, 5 types of each value; Federal issues 1850 and 

1852. '
Tasm ania: 1852.
Tolim a: 1868.
United States: Providence, R .I., l í  types of 5 c. and I o f 10 c. on the 

sheet ; St. Lotus, 3 types of each value.
Victoria: 2d. Queen on Throne.

It should be noted that I have not included any surcharged stamps in 
the above lis t Many surcharges exist in numerous varieties of type. 
W here I have mentioned the number of varieties, I imply, as a rule, that 
this is not the total number of stamps upon the sheet, but that the pair, 
or block, of varieties was multiplied (in most of the cases by lithography) 
to produce a plate (or stone) from which a larger sheet o f stamps could 
be printed at a time. In the case of the Reunions of 1852 there were 
4  types o f each value, probably printed on the same sheet; the two 
values of Providence, Rhode Island, were engraved upon the same plate;
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and it is not improbable that the 5 c. and 10 c. of St. Louis were also 
printed together.

Errors are stamps printed in the wrong colours, on the wrong paper, 
or with some other unintentional peculiarity, and unintentionally issued 
for use in that condition.

E scuelas (Schools). On stamps of Venezuela, employed for both 
postal and fiscal purposes. The tax collected by means of these stamps 
(when employed fiscally) is supposed to be devoted to the State schools.

E spasa= Spain.
Essays are trials o f design, colour, paper, &c. Designs submitted for 

approval as such ; impressions in various colours, prinţul as colour trials ; 
impressions upon varieties of paper. Stamps showing trial obliterations, 
or experiments in perforation, cannot be considered Essays of stamps, 
bat only Essays of obliteration or perforation.

E stensi (of Este). On the stamps of Modena; the Dukes of Modena 
being formerly o f the family of Este.

Facsim ile is simply another word for an imitation ; it is usually applied 
to imitations which are sold as such; but unless die word is printed 
across them they are equally liable to be used for fraudulent purposes, 
and what is termed a Facsim ile to-day may be a  Forgery to-morrow.

Figures. The designs o f the earliest issues of Brazil consist solely of 
large figures, denoting the values, upon a  background of lines. The 
Unpaid Letter Stamps of Switzerland also bear figures, with no inscrip
tions, but the figures are enclosed in a circle of Stars.

F ilipinas= Philippine Islands.
Flap Ornament is the device upon the upper flap of an envelope, 

usually an embossed design of some kind. (See also Rosace and Tresse.)
Flow ers. The designs of the stamps on some o f the Wrappers of 

Japan consist of Branches with Flowers and Leaves, without any 
inscriptions except in Japanese characters.

Franco (Free).— With no other inscription except those denoting the 
value— Switzerland.

Franco Bollo, meaning Free Stam p, occurs on the stamps o f various 
Italian States :—

W ith “ poste” alone at the top, on the stamps of Naples issued by 
the Provisional Government.

W ith “ c. poste,” followed by figures, at the top, on the issues of 
Sardinia and the Kingdom o f Italy.

W ith the word “ POSTALE” and the value only, on the stamps o f the 
Roman States. (These should not be confounded with certain stamps 
o f Italy, inscribed “ franco bollo postale italiano,” or with the 
stamps of Romagna, which bear “  FRANCO BOLLO POSTALE ROMAGNE.”)

W ith “ GIORNALI stam pe” at the sides, on the early Newspaper 
Stamps of Italy.

W ith “  DI STATO” on the Official Stamps of Italy.
F ranco SCRISOREI (Free stamp for letters; z> ., stamp for letter 

postage). Upon stamps of Roumania (Moldo-Wallachia).

F ranqueo (Free). On a  stamp of Peru.
Freimarke (Free Stam p; ic ., Postage Stamp). On stamps of 

various German States:—
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W ith „  З Д и т  unb SEariå "  in very small letters at the right-hand
side, on the early issues of Germany. _ .

With a head in the centre, and the value below— Prussia.
W ith Arms in the centre and the value below and at each side

Wurtemberg.
French Colonies. Until recently, almost aU the sp erai bsues of the 

various Colonies consisted of stamps of the general French C olorai 
issues surcharged in various ways. The surcharge usually includes 
some indicatkm of the name of the Colony, but there are 
on which the surcharge is only that altering the value. The following 
illustrations will assist in identifying these :

СхИгя-скгяа.

The stamps surcharged as shown in the third illustration were used, I 
believe, for fiscal, not for postal purposes.

Frank Offices я  Mmdagßscmr.

N ttsi-Bi.
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Srm dfal. T a h iti.

The above must not be considered as including all the varieties, but 
they are fairly representative o f the types employed in the various places.

Frimärke f5k local bref (Free stamp for local letters). Sweden.

F rimække K.G.L. post, or K ongeligt post (Free stamp o f the 
Royal Post). On the first issue of Denmark.

F rimærke (Free Stamp). W ith value only, on the first issue of 
Norway.

G. P. £ .= Guadeloupe (surcharged upon the French Colonial stamps).

G rille  or Grid. A  pattern of small square dots, usually arranged in a 
square or rectangle, but in some instances covering the whole stamp, 
embossed upon some o f the issues of the United States, and of Peru. 
The object of it is stated to be, to break up the fibre o f the paper to a 
certain extent, and thus allow the obliterating ink to penetrate into it, 
and render the cleaning of the stamps impossible.

Guyane or Guy. F ranc: (Guyane Français)= French Guiana (sur
charged upon the French Colonial stamps).

Hawaii = Sandwich Islands.

Halfpenny. On the Wrapper Stamps of Great Britain and of South 
Australia.

H elveţia= Switzerland.

H. H. NAWAB shah jahan весам. On the stamps o f Bhopal, being 
the titles of the Ruler of that State.

H. I. &  U . S. =  Hawaiian Islands aud United States. Upon some of 
the earliest stamps of the Sandwich Islands.

Honolulu. Upon some of die Sandwich Islands stamps.

H one with rider, and the value only. Upon the Letter Sheets of 
Italy.

H. R. Z. G . L .=  Herzoglich (Ducal). On the stamps of the Duchy of 
Holstein.

Im perforate or Im perf. (see Perforation).

“  Imper. Reg. Posta Austr.”  (Imperial and Royal Austrian Post). On 
the 1883 issuejof the Austrian stamps for Foreign Post Offices in the 
Levant, & c

IM pu esto de Guerra. On the W ar Tax stamps of Spain.
Indian Inscriptions. There are many varieties of stamps whose designs 

consist almost entirely of inscriptions in Oriental characters, or the
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inscriptions upon which are in these characters alone, without any 
European lettering by which they could be identified. They are not all of 
them the stamps of Indian Native States, but, as the majority of them 
are such, this seems to be the most convenient heading for them. The 
accompanying pages o f illustrations show the types of all of these, arranged 
according to the following list :

Nos. i to 16 
17
18, 19, 20
21
22 to 56 
37. 38 
39 to 43 
44
45 to 54 
55. 56 
57
S», 59 
6a, 61 
62 to 66 
67 to 72 
73 to 77 
78, 79, 80 
81, 82 
83 to 87

1

. . Afghanistan.

. . Alwar.

. . Bhor.

. . Bokhara.

. . Cashmere.

. . Deccan or Hyderabad.

. . FaridkoL
. . Holkar.
. . Japan.
. . J hala war.
. . Nandgaon,
. . Nepal
. . Nowanugger.
. . Persia.
. . Poonch.
. . Rajpeepla.
. . Siam.
. , Soruth.
. . Turkey.

s 4 s
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Indian Stamps Surcharged, The stamps of British India surcharged 
with the of various Native States are used in those States only,
and are catalog«**! under their names. There are, however, two forms 
of surcharge found upon these stamps which do not give the names of 
the places where the stamps bearing them were employed :

A  Crown and the Value in  CENTS. The Indian stamps with this 
surcharge formed the first special issue for the Straits Settlements.



RAJ ” Service ’ or ‘ “  RAJ “ SERVICE * in two lines in each case. 
Stamps thus surcharged were used in Jeypore.

India PORT. = Portuguese Indies.
Inland. On the 3 cents stamp of Liberia.
Instruccion (Instruction). On stamps of Venezuela (see Escuelas).
IOXIKOX КРАТОК (Ionian Government). On the stamps of the 

Ionian Islands.
I slan d = Iceland.
Jubilee Line. The coloured line which surrounds the sheets, or panes, 

of the current stamps of Great Britain, and of many of the British 
Colonies, is known by this name, sheets showing it having been first 
issued in 1887, the Jubilee year of the Queen’s reign.

Kassa glowna pocztowa. On the stamps of the Local Envelopes 
for Warsaw (Poland).

K. C. (or СРЬСКА) 110ПТГА (Kingdom of Servia Postage). On the 
stamps of Servia.

к. G. L. post. FRM. (Royal Post Free stamp). With value in skillings 
“ s.” on the stamps of Denmark.

With value in “ CENTS,” on the stamps of St. Thomas (Danish West 
Indies).

к. к. post Stempel (Imperial and Royal Postage Stamp). On the 
stamps of Austria.

“  Kais. KönigL OesteiT. Post.” kais. koenigl. oesterr. (or oestrr.) 
post. (Imperial and Royal Austrian Post). On the stamps of Austria.

К. K. POST ZEITUNGS STAMPED (stempel or stæmpel). On the 
Austrian Newspaper stamps. .

“  Kais. Kön. Zeitungs StampeL” On Austrian Newspaper Tax stamps.
K nife. Meaning the shape of an envelope— the shape, that is, of the 

paper before it is folded. It is the technical term for the cutters of the 
machine by which the envelope blanks are cut out, and is used in 
philately principally to denote the varieties of shape of the United Stat« 
envelopes, where the same size shows several varieties in the cutting of 
the flaps.

KOP. KOii. = kopecs. With numerals and no other inscription. On 
the early stamps of Finland.

KR., kr., or KREUZER. With numerals and no other inscriptions, except 
words denoting numbers. On the stamps of Austria, and on the two 
types shown in the following illustrations :
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K. W urtt. or к. w. = Kingdom of Wurtemberg.

L a id  (see Paper).

Land-POST— PORTO MARKE (District, or Rural, Post— postage due 
stamp). On stamps of Baden, used to denote Postage Due upon letters 
and packets conveyed by the Rural Post.

L ima. On some of tbe early stamps of Peru.

Lion. Rampant and Crowned ; with inscriptions in 
Russian. On the stamps of Bulgaria.

Lion. Passant, regardant ; holding a Sword in the 
right fore paw, and with the Sun behind it. On the 
stamps of Persia.

L . M cL. In a monogram. On a  stamp used in 
Trinidad for prepayment of postage on letters conveyed 
by a private steamer— the “  Lady McLeod.”

Locals. In the early days, when specialism was both unknown and 
unnecessary, the expression “ I don't collect Locals” was not infrequently 
heard. This kind of negative profession of faith served to distinguish 
the more serious philatelist from the omnivorous collector of cotton-reel 
tops, and suchlike, who admitted anything that even distantly resembled a 
stamp. A t the present day we more often hear that a collector only takes 
the stamps of this country or of that country, it being easier for him to 
state what be does collect than to give the list of what he does not ; still, 
it may be well to decide, if we can, what the once despised “  Local* is.

In one sense of the word every stamp is a Local, in that it can only be 
used in the country in which it is issued, and until someone succeeds in 
introducing a Universal Postage Stamp, such must always be the case. 
Even a  reply-paid Postal Union card, though its reply half can be used 
in any country of the Union, is limited in its use, as it can only be 
addressed to the country from which it originated. But in another sense 
of the word very few stamps are Locals, inasmuch as they prepay postage 
on letters going beyond the limits of the place in which they are issued ; 
and, if we are to define a Local at all, it seems to me that this is the only 
way to draw the distinction.

There are numerous stamps, usually classed as Locals, which have no

y lt, I believe, to be placed under that head. Among the best known 
these are the stamps issued by various post-offices in the United 

States, prior to the general issue of 1847, such as Brattleboro’, New York, 
Providence Rhode Island, St. Louis, &c. ; and the so-called Confederate 
Locals, employed again pending a general issue by the Confederate 
Government. These were limited in their use certainly, being only sold 
in certain cities or provinces of a large country, and, naturally, could only 
be used in those cities or provinces ; but they prepaid postage, in the one 
case, 1 believe, to any part of the United States, and probably to any 
place outside the United States to which postage could at the time be 
prepaid ; and, in the other case, to any part of the Confederate Sûtes. 
In point of fact these stamps were Provisional, tbe use of postage stamps 
having been authorised by law, but the stamps not having yet been 
provided by the central government. Under these circumstances, various 
postmasters issued stamps on their own account, and these sum ps were 
only recognised by the postmasters who issued them; just as the stamps 
issued by any Government are only recognised by that Government 
Some of them circulated in districts at least as large as the Islands of 
Bermuda, Mauritius, or Reunion, and, like the stamps of these Islands,



they did not defray local postage only, but all postage that could he 
prepaid at alL

There are, however, plenty of Local Stamps which are properly so 
designated, and there is no occasion to add to their numbers, neither need 
we assume that the word Local is a term of reproach. If we are to 
distinguish stamps of a  particular class by this tenn, we must confine it 
to stamps which only indicate local postage, while at the same time 
postage beyond the local limits can be paid in cash or indicated by 
means of other stamps. I think the latter part of the definition is 
essential, because the stamps of a  country which has no postal con
ventions with other countries, and in which postage cannot be prepaid to 
any place outside, should not in my opinion be considered Locals. I 
believe the stamps of Afghanistan are in that position now, and I doubt 
whether postage to Europe or even to India can be prepaid in full at any 
Afghan post-office ; but die Afghan stamps no doubt prepay any postage 
that can be prepaid in that country.

On the other hand the stamps of Venezuela, inscribed “  escuelas” or 
** INSTRUCCION,” are certainly locals, as they only pay postage within the 
country, the stamps lettered “ CORREOS* being required upon letters 
going further. The Russian District stamps, and those of the various 
protected States of British India, are also lo ca lsj the postage on all 
letters beyond the limits of each District or State having to be prepaid 
by means of stamps of the Russian Empire, or of British India, as the 
case may be. These are Government Locals, those of Venezuela issued 
by the Central Government for inland use, those of Russia issued by the 
district authorities, and those of India issued by the Rulers of the various 
States. The same kind of thing might occur in England, if  the distribu
tion and local transmission of letters were entrusted to the County 
Councils ; County stamps might be issued for prepayment of postage 
between different parts of the same county, and the Imperial stamps 
would have to be used upon letters from one county to another, or to 
Foreign countries.

The stamps of Private Companies are of an entirely different class, 
and it is some of these that have brought the term local into disrepute. 
The earlier of these companies were started with the most legitimate 
intentions, their obiect being to supply deficiencies in, or total absence of 
Government postal arrangements, by undertaking the delivery or trans
mission of letters, in cities where there was no house-to-house delivery, 
or in places where there was no local transmission, or where the arrange
ments for these purposes were irregular or defective. A  number of 
Companies of this nature carried on business in different parts of the 
United States, doing work which the General Post-office was unable or 
unwilling to do; but they were gradually superseded, as the Post-office 
found that the delivery and local transmission of letters could be made 
profitable, until I believe Messrs. Wells, Fargo, &  Co. are almost the 
only company that still carries letters in the United States. Original 
specimens of the stamps of these working companies are both valuable 
and interesting, but unfortunately not a few of them have been reprinted 
in large quantities, and of course most of them have been forged. There 
have also been numerous companies whose princi pal,or perhaps sole, object 
was the distribution, not of letters, but of stamps to collectors ; and since 
stamp collecting became a hobby, there has always been the temptation 
even for a working company to multiply issues and varieties in order to 
increase its income. .

1 believe that there was at one time a company in Hamburg doing a 
legitimate letter-carrying business, but it is quite certain that the great 
majority of the well-known u Hamburg Locals* were invented solely and

C 2
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entirely for sale to collectors. In the same way the Danish, Norwegian, 
and Swedish Local Companies no doubt do far more business with 
collectors than in the way of carrying letters, and it is more than doubtful 
whether some were not got up entirely for the former purpose. Some of 
the German Local Companies are still in existence. In Berlin, Frankfort, 
and probably in some of the other large towns, there are private companies 
which are permitted to fix letter boxes in the streets, and to compete with 
the Government for the carriage of local letters, &c. The issues of 
these companies are certainly worthy of inclusion in a collection of 
Private Local stamps ; but, according to our theory, they are not Postage 
Stamps, strictly speaking. On the other hand the great majority of the 
German Locals, with which the philatelic market was flooded a few years 
ago, were got up entirely for philatelic purposes.

The term Local Postage Stamp, in my opinion, should only be applied 
to Government Local Issues, at least in all countries where the Post-office 
is in the hands of the Government ; the stamps of Letter-Carrying 
Companies may be equally interesting and worthy of collection, but 
should be treated as a  distinct class.

Lösen. On the Unpaid Letter stamps of Sweden.
L’ union FAIT la  force (Union is Strength). The motto of Belgium. 

Distinguishes the Unpaid Letter stamps of that country.
Magyar (or magy.). On the stamps of Hungary.
Manilla  (see Paper).
M ap. The design of some of the stamps of the State of Panama 

consists of a  map of the isthmus and surrounding parts These stamps 
are inscribed “ colombia* at the top, and the name “ panam a” is in 
microscopic letters on the map.

Mark  (en mark). On the one mark stamp of Finland.
Maroc or Marakecm = Morocco.
Mazagan A maroc, or mazağa n marak ech. On local stamps of 

Morocco.
Mejico=Mexico.
M ercury. Head of Mercury, without any inscriptions, or with “  i  kr.” 

below. On the Newspaper stamps of Austria.
M illim etre (mm.). The thousandth part of a metre, French measure. 

A  m itre =  39/Уд inches. Roughly speaking, an inch equals about 25mm., 
or, more accurately, a foot equals very nearly 305 mm. In measuring 
perforations the number of holes in a space of 20 mm. is counted.

MODOXESI (provincie) = Provinces of Modena.
M. Q. E. —Martinique (surcharged upon the French Colonial stamps).
N ANDGAM = Nandgaon.
Napoletana= Neapolitan. On Л е stamps of Naples.
M otive inscriptions (see Indian inscriptions).
N ative paf>er (see Paper).
N. C. E. = New Caledonia (surcharged upon the French Colonial 

stamps).
N EDERLAND = Holland.
Ned. in d ie= D utch Indies.

З6
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Norddeutscher postbezirk, or Nord-deutsche-post (North 

German Post). On the stamps of the North German Confederation.
It should be noted that a stamp with this inscription is also lettered 
“ stadtpost brief hamburg,” and comes under the issues of that city.

Norg E = Norway.
N. S. B. = Nossi-Bé (surcharged upon the French Colonial stamps).
N. S. W . = New South Wales. These initials are the only indication 

of the name upon the Postage Due stamps of this colony.
Num erals. (See Figures).
N. Z. = New Zealand. Upon the Government L ife Insurance Depart

ment stamps of this Colony.
Obliteration. Any mark employed for cancelling stamps and rendering 

them unfit for further use. In most places a special mark is used for this 
purpose, distinct from the date stamp of the office: But any stamps that 
have been defaced (such as the old stocks of Cuban and Spanish stamps, 
cancelled with crossed lines and horizontal bars) may be said to be 
obliterated', which does not necessarily imply that they have been used, 
(See also Postm ark.)

Obsolete. Strictly speaking, this term should only be applied to stamps 
that have actually been withdrawn from circulation, and which can no 
longer be used for postage ; but it is very often used simply to mean old 
issues, no longer on sale at the Post-office. Thus none of the postage 
stamps of Great Britain are really obsolete, as all of them, from the black 
id- and the Mulready Envelopes downwards, can still be used ; and the 
same is the case with many of the stamps of the British Colonies. But 
in some other countries, when a new issue takes place the previous one 
is called in, a certain time being allowed during which both series may 
be employed, or the old stamps exchanged for the new ones, after which 
the former cease to be available for postage, and are obsolete in the true 
sense of the word.

Oesterr. (Oesterreich)= Austria.
O n public trust office business, free. On some official stamps 

of New Zealand.
O riental Inscriptions, see Indian Inscriptions.
ORTS-POST (Local Post). On some of the early stamps of Switzerland.
Ottoman (Em p.)= T urkey.
P (with Crescent and Star) in an oval. Surcharged upon stamps of 

the Straits Settlements for use in Perak.
Pacchi postali. On the Parcel Post stamps of Italy.
Pane. The large sheets in which stamps are usually printed are 

frequently not entirely covered with stamps, but the latter are divided 
into two or more bloei», separated from one another by narrow spaces. 
Farli of these blocks is called a Pane, the entire sheet resembling to 
some extent a window, in which the glass is represented by the stamps, 
and the framework by the margins of the sheets and the spaces between 
the blocks, or pasus, of stamps. These panes are not separately printed, 
but the plates are purposely constructed to print whole sheets divided in 
this manner. (See also Watermarks, under Paper.)

Paper. The various kinds of paper upon which stamps have been 
printed, and the varieties of Watermark to be found in them, constitute 
some of the greatest puzzles for the collector.
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Wove paper is of perfectly plain and even texture, such as that 
generally employed for books ana newspapers.

L aid  paper shows a series of lines, close together, usually with other 
lines, an inch or more apart, crossing them ; what is known as “  cream 
laid” or “ blue laid* writing paper is of this nature.

These are the two commonest kinds of paper, and stamps are usually 
printed upon w ovej the paper of the English stamps is wove, but with a  
watermark in i t

A  special paper, with silk threads in it, commonly known as u Dickinson" 
paper, from the name of its inventor, was used for the Mulready envelop» 
and letter-sheets, for the embossed envelopes and letter-sheets which 
succeeded them, for the octagonal tenpence and shilling stamps of Great 
Britain, and also for the early issues of Bavaria, Schleswig-Holstein, 
Switzerland, and Wurtemberg, the first envelopes of Prussia, & c  Its 
peculiarity consists in its having a continuous thread of silk in its sub
stance, the thread being embedded in the soft pulp during the manu
facture of the paper.

“  Mr. Dickinson took out a patent in 1830 for a method of uniting face 
to face two sheets of pulp, in order to produce paper of an extra thick
ness. . . . The paper for postal purposes was manufactured by Mr. 
Dickinson on a similar system, the silk fibres being introduced between 
the two Iaminæ before they were pressed together.**

This paper has never, to my knowledge, been successfully imitated by 
forgers of stamps, and they would probably find it impossible to obtain 
a supply of the genuine paper without arousing suspicion. Some very 
good imitations of the fust stamps of Schleswig-Holstein were made 
years ago, and printed upon paper formed of two thin pieces gummed 
together, with a silk thread between them. The Arms ш the centre of 
these are nicely embossed, a heavy postmark is usually applied, and the 
whole forms a most deceptive imitation of stamps, used copies of which 
are of considerable rarity ; the double paper, however, is rather thicker 
than that of the genuine stamps, and dipping in hot water separates the 
two layers and exposes the fraudi

To show what difficulty this paper presents to the forger, I may 
mention that in 1891 some excellent forgeries of the 12 kreuzers and 
18 kreuzers of the first issue of Bavaria were found in circulation among 
collectors, and these, on being examined, turned out to be printed upon 
a  genuine silk thread paper, which occasioned some surprise. There 
were subsequently discovered, in the possession of the same person, a  
large number of these forgeries and a  certain number of small squares 
of paper, with a silk thread in each ; and close examination showed that 
each of these pieces of paper had been a genuine stamp of small value, 
the impression of which had been removed, or very nearly so, in order, 
by this ingenious method, to obtain paper for imitations of the more 
valuable varieties of the same issue.

This paper must not be confounded with the silk thread paper upon 
which some of the United States revenue stamps and bank notes have 
been printed; the latter has fragments o f silk (?) fibre distributed 
irregularly in its substance, having somewhat the appearance of the 
coloured threads in granite or Silurian papers.

A  so-called gräm te paper has been used for some of the current Swiss 
stamps; it is an almost white paper with coloured fibres in it, hardly 
distinguishable in the stamps without the use of a magnifying glass, but 
a  sheet of the paper would probably appear to be tinted with grey. It is

* Postage and Telegraph Stamps o f Great Britam, by F. A  Phil brick and
W. A. S. Westoby, p. 166.
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very different however to the writing papers known as Silurian, which 
are tinted grey or reddish throughout, in addition to having the coloured 
fibres in them.

Other kinds of paper have been used in certain cases, such as that 
which is commonly known in England as “  foreign note paper.” This is 
a thin paper, watermarked with very plain lines as wide apart as those of 
ordinary ruled  paper ; for this we generally use the French term båtonné. 
The spaces between these lines may be either plain (wove), or filled with 
lines as in laid paper, and the paper is accordingly termed “ wove båtonné 
or “ laid båtonnéf  as the case may be.

Similar thin papers may be found, watermarked with crossed lines, 
forming small squares, or oblongs ; these are known to stamp-collectors 
as quadrillé. It is well also to remember, when using French catalogues, 
that the words båtonné and quadrillé are applied to papers ruled  with 
parallel or with crossed lines, as well as to those watermarked in the 
manner described above ; in English books these words are only applied 
to the latter kinds of paper.

Another kind of paper, upon which a few varieties of stamps have been 
printed, is known as pelure. This is a very thin paper, usually greyish in 
colour ; about the thickness of tissue paper, but much harder and tougher, 
tissue papa- being generally as soff as blotting paper.

Repp paper has lines in it somewhat resembling in appearance those 
in la id  paper, but it is really of a different nature altogether, the lines 
being on the surface and not in the substance of the paper. L aid  paper 
may be quite smooth, but if the lines are perceptible on the surface, as is 
sometimes the case, it will be found that a  ridge on one side corresponds 
with a ridge on the other, and a furrow with a furrow, there being alternate 
lines of thick and thin substance. In repp, on the other hand, the 
surface is always rough, and a ridge on one side of the paper will be 
found to correspond with a furrow on the other ; there is no difference in 
the substance, and it is, I believe, really wove paper milled between 
ridged rollers. Corrugated iron roofing is an extreme variety of repp!

Some of the ribbed papers, such as that upon which the ţ<L and j l  of 
Canada have been found, are, I fancy, of this nature. The post card of 
Tra van core is also chronicled upon a thick repp paper, but I have not 
seen it

M anilla. Paper made of Manilla fibre is a strong, light paper, of 
coarse texture, used for envelopes and wrappers ; it is found in various 
colours, and the term should not be employed to indicate paper of any 
particular tint It is commonly found smooth on one side and rough on 
the other.

The early issues of Cashmere are printed upon what is known as 
natizv-made paper. This is a peculiar yellow ish or greyish paper, some
times having almost the appearance and fe e l of parchment It usually 
has very perceptible, but irregular, la id  lutes in it ; but there are wove 
varieties of it also, or, at all events, some specimens that show no trace 
of the la id  lines. The stamps of Nepaul are now printed upon this 
native wove paper, as are also the Nepaul post cards, in which the 
peculiarities of the paper can be very plainly seen. Indeed, any collector 
who has examined one of these cards, and a few specimens of the 
Cashmere stamps on native paper, will have no difficulty in distinguishing 
it from any other.

Under the head of Paper may be considered the Watermark (usually 
given as wmk.) which is found in a  great number of stamps of our own 
and other countries. And first of all may be asked, What is a watermark? 
It is the term applied to any design or pattern in the substance of the 
paper ; these designs or patterns consist of lines in which the paper is
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thinner or thicker, and therefore more or less transparent, than in the other 
parts, and the watermark can therefore usually be seen by holding the 
paper up against the light Many ordinary papers have a watermark of 
some kind in them, consisting usually of the name of the maker, or of the 
place where they are made; but the watermarks with which we are 
concerned are special designs, intended to distinguish the paper upon 
which the stamps are printed from all other paper, and thus to make it 
very much more difficult for anyone to produce imitations of the stamps, 
which (annot be at once detected by examining the paper upon which 
they are printed. The engraving and printing of a stamp, or even of a 
sheet of stamps, might be done by one man, but the manufacture of 
paper requires machinery and appliances which a man could not handle 
by himself ; and it would not be easy to get a special paper made in 
imitation of one which is known to be used by a Government Department

Some stamps have been printed upon paper which has a  large design 
covering the whole sheet, or the greater part of it ; but in the great 
majority of cases the design is a small one, and is so arranged as to 
appear in each separate stamp. For instance, the English penny stamps 
now in use are watermarked with a Crown, as are all our current stamps 
of the same size, and if we examine a sheet, or part of a sheet of penny 
stamps, we get a good idea of what watermarks look like, of how they 
are arranged in the sheet, and of what we may expect to find in cases 
where the stamps happen not to be printed quite evenly upon the paper.

Crowns of various shapes, as shown in the following illustrations, have 
been employed for our stamps at different periods :

Stuoli Cremo Large Cremo Large Cremo
tSţo. j8S5~ sSSú*

A  certain number of the Crowns (in the penny stamps 120 in ten 
horizontal rows) are placed together, surrounded by a frame of a  single 
line ; outside the frame is the word “  postage,” in large, open letters, 
repeated at the top, bottom, and sides of each sheet formed of two of 
these pants, as they are called, of 120 stamps. If therefore the sheet of 
paper is put carelessly into the printing press, one of the outer rows of 
stamps may be printed upon the margin, and we may find stamps water
marked with large letters or with a line. This seldom, if ever, occurs 
with our own stamps, and I fancy that sheets printed in such a way are 
usually destroyed ; but many of the stamps of British Colonies (most of 
which are watermarked) are known with irregular watermarks of this 
kind, and 1 have frequently been asked to explain the meaning of these 
letters and lines.

There are very few countries, besides Great Britain and British Colonies, 
which use watermarked paper for their stamps at the present day, but as 
the watermarks distinguish some of the most interesting varieties of the 
stamps of the Colonies, I must give a  little further description of them 
here. Some of the early stamps of several of the Colonies were water
marked with a  Star; New South Wales, Tasmania, and Victoria at one 
time employed paper with a special watermark, consisting of figures or 
words denoting the value of the stamps to be printed upon it, and many
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varieties arose from stamps of one value being printed upon the paper 
intended for another. It is possibly in order to avoid such complications 
that these Colonies now employ paper with “ N.S.W.” and a Crown, TAS., 
and “  V ” over a Crown, respectively, for their stamps ; the current stamps 
of New Zealand are also distinguished by “  N.Z.” and a Star, and those

of Queensland by a Crown and the letter “ Q ” ; but Western Australia 
has abandoned the Swan, and Cape of Good Hope the Anchor, which at 
one time marked their stamped paper, and both are now content with 
the watermark, which is used for a large number of Colonial stamps, and 
which 1 will next describe. This mark, which, like all of those I have 
been describing, should appear in each stamp, consists of a Crown above 
the letters “ CC,” used down to about 1882, or “  CA,” used since that 
time. The letters “ C C ” are the initials of “ Crown Colonies,” and as 
this paper was employed for the stamps of a good many British 
Possessions which were not strictly speaking Crown Colonies, it was 
perhaps thought more correct to change the inscription to “ Crown Agents 
for the Colonies” (through whom the stamps are supplied) denoted by 
the letters “  CA.”

These watermarks are arranged upon the paper in panes of 60, con
sisting of ten horizontal rows of six; four of these panes placed two and 
two trake a sheet, which thus contains 240 watermarks in 20 horizontal 
rows of 12. Each pane is surrounded by a single line, watermarked in 
the paper; down the centre of the sheet the longest way there is a space 
of about half an inch between the panes, and across the sheet there is a 
space as wide as the height of a stamp between the panes; so that the 
sheet is plainly divided up into four quarters. There are also inscriptions 
watermarked in the margins of the sheet, and in the wide space across
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the centre; on the sheets with the “ C C ”  watermark, these inscriptions 
are “ crown COLONIES,” in large, open capital letters, twice along each 
side, and once across the centre; Л е sheets watermarked “ C A ” have 
“ CROWN AGENTS FOR THE colonies” along each side, and “ CROWN 
AGENTS” across the centre.

The plates of most of the stamps printed upon this paper have the 
stamps arranged upon them in the same manner as the watermarks are 
arranged upon the paper ; in fact, almost all the plates made by Messrs. 
De la Rue and Co., who print most of the Colonial stamps that are supplied 
from England, are constructed in this way ; but even so, irregularities in 
the printing may take place, as I hare already suggested, and stamps 
may be found watermarked with letters and lines. But for the stamps 
of some of the colonies plates are still used which were engraved by 
other manufacturers, and were not made for use with this paper. For 
instance, the stamps of Gambia are in small plates of 15, three horizontal 
rows of five; the Penny, Sixpence, and Shilling of Turks Islands are in 
plates of 30, three rows of ten ; those of Labuan are in tens, two rows of 
five; and others could be mentioned which are equally unsuited to the 
paper. The consequence is that in these stamps we find the watermarks 
in irregular positions; they are very often sideways, or, if in the correct 
position, there is part of one watermark and part of another upon the 
same stamp, owing to fire stamps being printed upon six watermarks ; 
and some copies show the lines and the narrow space between the panes, 
or one of the letters of Crown Colonies or Crown Agents, or may even 
happen to show no watermark at alL 1 have entered rather fully into 
this, because I am so very often asked questions about apparently 
unknown varieties of watermark.

Some watermarks are very difficult to see ; indeed, I fancy most of 
them are not quite easily distinguished without practice. It is well to 
study some o f the easy ones first; those of the English stamps are 
generally fairly plain— at all events in unused copies ; in used ones, 
obliterated with rather oily ink, you may sometimes look in vain for the 
watermark, even though you know what it is. Looking through the 
stamp at a  strong light is the best plan in most cases, and a good lamp 
will sometimes show up a  watermark that is invisible by daylight Others 
can best be found by laying Л е stamp, face downwards, on a  dark surface, 
which will show through the watermark ; and sometimes after looking at 
a  stamp upwards, downwards, sideways, and in all possible and impossible 
directions, the watermark will suddenly appear so plainly that you wond« 
how it was that you ever failed to see i t

Wetting is the only treatment that will bring it to light in some cases, 
and in others it has no apparent effect ; I remember seeing an English 
Sixpence, which had been passed as un watermarked by more than one 
good judge, but which on being dipped in a tumbler of water turned out 
to be upon the ordinary watermarked paper. As a  last resource, when a 
stamp, which is usually on watermarked paper, shows no sign, either wet 
or dry, I generally wet it afresh and watch it carefully while drying, as 
the watermark may appear when the paper is at a  certain point between 
wet and dry.

While writing upon the important subject of paper, it appeared to me 
that a short account of the manufacture of paper at Л е present day, and 
o f the actual process by which the various designs in it are produced, 
might be of some interest to my readers, and might also further assist 
them to dearly understand the results, as seen in the paper when finished, 
and in the stamps printed upon it.

With this object in view, I took advantage of an opportunity afforded m e 
o f visiting some extensive mills where high-class paper is manufactured.
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The principal materials employed are linen and cotton rags, of all 

kinds and colours. The colour is of little consequence, as all the pulp is 
bleached before being used ; but no wool is admissible ; in fact all the 
material is of vegetable origin. Old corduroy trousers and wom-out sails 
are some of the most valuable ingredients ! The rags are first boiled 
with soda and lime, to get rid of actual dirt and grease, and are then put 
into a vat, in the middle of which a heavy cast iron roller, with steel hars 
on its surface, revolves at a very high speed upon a plate also furnished 
with steel ridges. This draws the fibres out, while a constant stream of 
fresh water flows through the vat, so that, as the rags are gradually 
reduced to finer and finer fragments, they are also further washed. The 
grinding being completed, the pulp thus produced is soaked in a bleaching 
solution, from which it issues in a snowy-white condition, forming a 
marked contrast to the boiled rags seen in the early stage. It is then 
pressed, to extract the bleaching liquor, and now is ready for conversion 
into paper.

Besides the rags, which are the principal ingredient, very large quan
tities of Esparto grass are used. Some of this is imported from Spain, 
and some from Oran and Tripoli, on the coast of Africa. The grass is 
boiled with caustic soda, after which the treatment is the same as in the 
case of the rags ; it is washed, pulped, and bleached, and is then ready 
for admixture with the rag-pulp or “  half-stuff.” The black liquor from 
the Esparto boiling is burnt off in an incinerator, the result being 
carbonate of soda, which, mixed with fresh lime, produces caustic soda 
again. This at the same time prevents pollution of the river, and affords 
a valuable by-product.

1 gathered that the compressed pulp is not stored long, but is made 
into paper as fast as it can be produced. For this purpose it is placed in 
beater vats, which grind it up more finely still, and any colouring matter 
that may be required is now added. At the time of my visit a fine white 
paper was being made, and I was surprised to see first a red and then a 
blue tint put into the pulp to obtain the desired shade. Had no colouring 
matter been added, I was informed that the paper would have been what 
is termed natural colour, and would have had a distinct yellow tint.

The pulp being now beaten very fine, is mixed with more water and 
let down into large vats, from whence it flows in a gentle stream, through 
strainer plates, on to a wide, endless cloth of very fine wire gauze, 
stretched upon horizontal rollers, which keep it constantly moving along 
at a regular rate. At the same time a shaking motion is imparted to this 
part of the machine, which causes the particles of pulp to be evenly 
distributed over the gauze doth, and thus makes the paper of even 
substance throughout. At each side a narrow band of india-rubber, 
revolving upon two wheels, and resting upon the wide wire cloth, confines 
the stream of pulp within the required limits, and the width of the paper 
to be made is regulated by means of these bands ; they are technically 
known as “  deckles,” hence the term “ deckle ” edge, applied to the rough 
edge of the paper before it has been trimmed, the uneveness being due, 
no doubt, in part to the soft material of which the deckle bands are 
made, and in part to the shaking motion of the machine.

It has, 1 think, been usually understood by philatelists that a  “  deckle" 
edge was a  sure sign of a hand-made paper ; but this is by no means the 
case, for the process I am endeavouring to describe is that of machine 
paper-making, in, I believe, its most advanced form.

On passing the “ deckles," which only extend for a short distance along 
the wire gauze, the pulp is found in the condition of very wet, soft blotting 
paper; it now passes under a roller, which, from our point of view, 
performs one of the most important parts of the whole manufacture. It
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is this roller that, in machine-made paper, determines the nature of the 
paper— wove, laid, quadrillébâionné, & c.—and produces the watermark ; 
the wire-gauze cloth, upon which the pulp is spread and the paper formed, 
being exactly the same for all. The paper that I saw being made was 
wove;  consequently the “  Dandy-Roll,” as the roller alluded to is tech
nically termed, was covered with fine wire gauze, similar to the cloth 
upon which the pulp rested. On the Dandy-roll were raised letters of 
metal or wire, embossed (if I may so term it) upon the wire gauze. As 
the roller revolves upon the soft pulp, the latter is pressed smooth and 
even between the two surfaces of wire gauze; but where the raised letters 
occur these are pressed into the pulp, and, by displacing the particles 
where they press, leave the outlines of the letters actually thinner in 
substance than the rest of the paper. In some cases the particles of 
pulp thus displaced make the portions of the paper enclosed within the 
outlines of the design thicker than the surrounding parts, and thus we 
may find opaque letters or figur«, with a transparent outline, on a  ground 
less opaque than the inside of the letters or figures. This effect may be 
seen in the words and figures watermarked in our Postal Orders. The 
large figures, which form the watermarks of the first adhesive stamps of 
Russia, appear to be formed somewhat in this manner. They do not, 
however, possess the transparent outline, but were probably produced by 
means of figures sunk in the roller, thus simply giving thick figures upon 
a rather less thick ground. They are the most difficult watermarks to 
detect that I am acquainted with.

As the pulp is carried along upon the wire gauze, and gradually grows, 
as it were, into paper, the water is escaping through the meshes; but 
after it has passed die Dandy-roll more active steps are taken for drying 
İL A  little further on— in the machine that I examined— a suction pipe 
passed under the gauze; and its effect was very plainly visible, the water 
showing clearly on the surface of the pulp up to a certain line, while all 
beyond this looked simply like rather damp blotting-paper— which it 
practically was. A  little further still the wire cloth passes over the roller 
which supports that end of it, and here the pulp, or paper, as it now may 
be called, quits the foundation upon which it has been formed, and passes 
on to a roller covered with felt a few inches away. Hence it goes over, 
under, and between a series of these felt-covered rollers, and large iron 
cylinders heated by steam, by means of which it is dried, and it issues at 
the other end as actual papa*, but, b an g unsized, it is blotting-paper. 
The size is applied by means of a roller, revolving in a trough filled with 
that material, and the paper, having been dried again on the hot cylinders, 
and passed between heavy steel rollers to give it a surface, is ready for 
use.*

The paper is thus made in a practically never-ending strip, which is 
wound up in rolls of any length required, and is either used in these 
rolls, as is usually the case in printing a newspaper, or is cut to the 
desired size by a guillotine cutter.

The large rolls, as they came from the machine, were passed under 
revolving cutters, which removed the “ deckle” edges (these are boiled 
down and used over again for pulp), and cut the paper into strips of the 
required width ; and 1 was informed that some four and a half miles of

* There are two methods of sizeing paper ; one termed engine, and the other 
machine sizeing.

In the first case the size is pat into the beater engine, or vat, and the paper is 
dried once for all at the machine ; in the second, part o f the size only is pot into 
the beater, and then when the pap» is dried, as I have described above, the dried 
paper passes through rollers, which are supplied with animal size, and then has to 
be dried a second time.



paper, in one continuous strip, were not infrequently wound in a single 
roll.

In tbe manufacture of la id  paper a Dandy-roll is used which, in place 
of being covered with wire gauze, has a  surface of longitudinal wires 
with spaces the width of a wire between them ; these are kept in position 
by rings of wire at regular intervals, the roller having the appearance of 
a cylindrical cage, with the wires set very close together. It will easily 
be understood that the longitudinal wires form the close lines in the 
paper, and the rings the lines which cross them. For bátonné paper the 
Dandy-roll would have thick longitudinal wires a certain distance apart, 
with the spaces between filled with wire gauze for wove bátonné, and 
thinner longitudinal wires for la id  bátonné; and for quadrillé a network, 
of crossed wires of equal thickness, would be employed.

As I have already stated, the process described above is that of making 
paper by machinery ; for band-made paper— as it is termed, to distinguish 
it from machine-made— the pulp is prepared in the same manner, but the 
paper is made by dipping a mould, consisting of a frame, or shallow 
sieve, of üne wire gauze into the vat, and taking up a certain quantity of 
pulp upon the mould. The latter is then held horizontally, and gently 
shaken until the pulp is evenly distributed over its surface, and this 
shaking, together with the taking up of a proper quantity of the pulp to 
form paper of the required thickness, are operations requiring a great 
amount of skill, failing which the paper is liable to vary in texture, not 
only in different sheets, but in different parts of the same sheet For 
laid, or any other nature of paper with a design watermarked in it, a 
mould is used having the required pattem worked in wire or metal upon 
the gauze ; the watermark being thus produced by the wire cloth upon 
which the pulp rests, instead of by pressure upon its upper surface, as 
with the Dandy-roll used in paper-making by machinery. The result is 
of course the same in both cases, the pattem being shown in lines of 
thinner, and therefore more transparent, substance.

When the pulp has set sufficiently upon the mould, it is removed in a 
sheet, pressed between layers of felt, dried, sized, and milled between 
steel rollers, as in the case of machine-made.

Very fine [»per is still made by hand, and there seems to be something 
in the best hand-made paper which no machine has yet been able exactly 
to produce. A t the same time, a well-constructed and carefully-adjusted 
machine should produce paper of a very even and regular quality, and 
with the watermarks always equally visible. To produce this result, the 
pulp must be of exactly the same consistency, and its flow, and the rate 
of working of the machine, must be very carefully regulated ; but, this 
being so, we should expect to ünd a paper, if not of the very highest 
class, at all events of exactly even thidoiess and density throughout.

It is not, however, possible to adjust matters to exactly the same nicety 
day after day, and every now and again the head machine-man takes a 
sample of the paper and weighs it in scales prepared for this purpose, as 
a  very little variation in the “ stuff” will cause the weight to err on one 
side or the other, and it is most important to ensure the paper being 
neither so thick as to involve an unnecessary consumption of material, nor 
so thin as to be unfit for its purpose. It can therefore be easily imagined 
that where equal care is not exercised, the results may be very irregular.

These irregular papers cause some of the great difficulties of students 
of watermarks. Many of the earlier stamps were printed upon hand
made papers, and even the best of these may vary sufficiently to give us 
trouble. A  skilled workman can, no doubt, produce sheet after sheet of 
papo-, all of which may be of the quality required, but it will probably 
not be all exactly alike. And, as a  m atta of fact, are find that water-
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marked papers which should be identically the same, differ in some caseslapers wni 
iderably.very considerably. There is very little doubt that instances do occur in 

which a watermark is plainly visible in one portion of a sheet, and is 
almost, if not quite, invisible in another part of the same sheet ; and 
there is no doubt whatever that one portion of the same piece of paper 
may be plainly laid, and another apparently wove. This result, 1 suspect, 
is due either to the pulp being unevenly distributed, so that the Dandy
roll (in machine-made paper) does not press evenly upon it, or to its not 
being fully set throughout when the paper is pressed afterwards, and thus 
the la id  lines, or other devices, are obliterated in the soft pulp.

I have devoted a good deal of space to the subject of paper-making, 
as it is not only interesting in itself, apart altogether from Stamp-Collecting, 
but it is also a subject which we Stamp-Collectors must try to understand 
something about, in order that we may be able to distinguish the various 
papers with which we have to deal

It should be added that a pattern, resembling a  W atermark, is some
times produced, after the paper has been made, by stamping with suitable 
dies. The so-called W atermark of the current stamps of Liberia is 
produced, I am informed, by this means.

Para. The first issue of Egypt and the current 
issue of Turkey have all their inscriptions in Arabic, 
except the word “ para” от “ piastre” (“ p e ” on
the Egyptians) indicating the values. The designs 
o f the Egyptian stamps are formed of geometrical 
patterns, consisting of intertwined dreies, stars, & a, 
the Turkish stamps have a kind of trophy of Arms, 
&C., in the middle, surrounding the signature of the 
Sultan.

U:

Patte. French for the fla p  of an envelope, 
the one most generally alluded ta  The word 
(incorrectly) to mean the ornament upon the flap.

Pelure (see Paper).

The upper or loose flap is 
is also sc *sometimes used

Pen. with its equivalent in Russian type, “ ПЕН.’* Contraction for 
pennia or PENNI on some aí the stamps of Finland.

Percé (see Perforation).
Perforation. Perforated {P erf).
Im perforate (Im perf.).
Unperforated (Unperf.).
When stamps are first printed, and before anything else has been done 

to them, they are (as a role) unperforated ; that is to say, there are no 
little holes or cuts between the rows of stamps, to enable them to be 
separated one from another without the use of scissors or a  knife. The 
first stamps that were issued were all imperforate«!, and persons who 
bought a sheet or any number of stamps at the Post-office had to cut 
them up for themselves ; a supply of single stamps was kept ready cut 
for persons buying one at a  time, and stationers kept them cut for the 
convenience of their customers, and sometimes supplied little envelopes 
or boxes of “  Queen’s Heads,” as they were called, ready for use. It was, 
in fact, some fifteen years after the fust introduction of Postage Stamps 
before any system was adopted of piercing or cutting the paper between 
the stamps, in such a  manner that the sheets might remain entire for 
convenience of storage and isssue, and the stamps at the same time be 
easily detached when required for use. All the different methods of thus 
piercing or cutting the paper come under the general head of perforation



among stamp collectors, and a stamp is only termed unperforated or 
imperforate when none of them have been applied to i t

M achine Perforation. The most common form of perforation is that 
in which, as in the case of the stamps of Great Britain, rows of holes 
are punched, small round pieces of the paper being actually cut out, 
and stamps thus treated are said to be M achine Perforated or simply 
Perforated—in French piqués. In connection with machine perforation, 
I must not omit to mention that varieties of it are distinguished by the 
number of holes which the machine makes in a  length of two centi
metres. In the current English stamp there are 14 holes in that space, 
and they are therefore said to be “ machine perforated 14,” or “ peri 14.”

Irregular perforation, strictly speaking, implies irregularity in the 
setting of the perforating needles, so that the gauge of the perforations 
varies in different parts of the same row— being perhaps 14 at one end 
of the row and 16 at the other. I am not sure that anything of this kind 
ever really existed ; 1 do not think we are able to prove, by the production 
of a sheet, or even a  strip of stamps, that various gauges ever occurred 
in the same line of holes ; but in the case of some of the earlier issues, 
and in particular of some of the early colonial stamps, printed by Messrs. 
Perkins, Bacon, &  Co., so many variations in the gauge are found, running 
in the stamps of Barbados and Trinidad, through every stage from 12İ to 
15$, that it has been assumed that some at least of these variations are 
due to irregularities in the machine employed. But whether this was so 
or not, such should be the meaning of the term irregular perforation.

Compound perforation, on the other hand, implies two or more different 
gauges of perforation, on different sides of the same stamp. In these 
varieties, the top and bottom are usually perforated to one gange, and the 
sides to another, but three varieties of gauge have been found upon 
the same stamp, and there is no reason why all four sides should not 
differ in this respect, though 1 have not yet met with an instance. The 
proper description of such varieties of perforation is ** perf. 12 x 10,* 
“  pert 12İ x 14,” “  pof. 10 x i 14 x 12,” &C., and no rule has, so far, been 
laid down for the indication of which İs the vertical and which the 
horizontal perforation. It is perhaps advisable that some rule should 
be adopted by common consent, and if  all collectors and philatelic 
writers would agree to invariably give the horizontal gauge first, and the 
vertical gauge second, it would be of some assistance to the specialist ; 
but it must be remembered that this system involves the probable addition 
of many not very interesting varieties to our lists, and I confess that it 
seems to be hardly worth while to collect two specimens of a stamp, 
which differ solely in the fact that one İs perf. 124 horizontally by 14 
vertically, and the other perf. 14 horizontally by 12) vertically ; still, if 
we want to be very particular, we must do this.

In many catalogues such expressions as this occur, “  Perforated I2| to 
15} compound.” This is not a very detailed description, and probably 
would be more accurate if  it read u simple and compound,” as, no doubt, 
some of the stamps under this heading are perforated to the same gauge all 
round. The meaning, however, is that there are numerous variations in 
the perforation of the issue in question, ranging between the extremes 
given, and that more than one variety of gauge is frequently (perhaps 
more frequently than not) found upon the same stamp. Such an expression 
may also be held to imply either that these minor varieties are not con
sidered sufficiently interesting for detailed mention, which would occupy 
a large amount of space, or that the compilers of the catalogues did not 
fed confident of being able to give complete lists of them. In the last 
few years, some of the most troublesome stamps of this kind have been 
dealt with by specialists, and no doubt in time this will be done in all cases ;
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but the results have not been very encouraging, for the publication of lists 
has usually been followed by a deluge of additions, seeming to indicate 
that it is simpler to conclude that every possible variety, of the stamps of 
any issue, exists with every permutation and combination of gauge that 
is found with any one of them !

Percé is the term employed in French to indicate the various methods 
of perforation which do not cut out any part of the paper, but merely 
prick holes or cut slits. Where round holes are pricked, sharp points 
being used instead of punches, stamps are said to be percés en points or 
p in  perforated. Where rows of little slits are cut in the paper, the term 
p eru  en lignes is used— in English rouletted, as this form of piercing is 
done with a little wheel (or roulette) with small flat points on its circum
ference, like the wheel of a  spur. Several of these little wheels or discs 
of metal were usually arranged upon a spindle, with rings between them 
to keep them the proper distance apart, so that a whole sheet or several 
rows of stamps could be rouletted at once.

There are several systems which produce the same effect as rouletting, 
but which differ in the shape of the cuts made ; for some of these we 
have no English terms, but have adopted those used by French collectors, 
who were the first to study these details. In some cases the cuts are 
curved instead of straight, and when the stamps are separated, the edge 
of one will show a series of small arches, almost touching one another, 
while the corresponding edge of the other stamp will show small scallops, 
and may almost appear to be machine perforated ; such stamps are said 
to be percés en arc. In another form, very small straight slits are cut 
zig  zag, in such a maimer that the edge of each stamp has the appearance 
of that of a  very fine saw, the teeth on one fitting into those on the other; 
these are percés en scie; in another the slits are larger, and cut in even 
zig-zag, so that the edges of the stamps present a series of triangular 
points with equal sides, like a “ Dog-tooth ” pattern, the stamps are then 
percés en pointe; while in yet another a  kind of wavy line t$ cut, with 
small breaks between the curves, and is termed from its appearance 
serpentine perforation.

There is also a form of rouletting, in which each little slit is coloured, 
and this requires more detailed description. It is termed rouletting in  
coloured lines, but it is not a  real rouletting, because it is not done with a 
wheel, though it produces the same effect as far as separating the stamps 
is concerned. The stamps to which it is applied are printed from a 
number of small blocks, each bearing the design of a single stamp, 
arranged together in a frame so as to print a sheet of the size required. 
Between the rows of blocks are inserted thin slips of metal with notched 
edges, called, I believe, by printers, “ dotted rules,” and used in the 
ordinary way for printing lines of dots or dashes. In this case they are 
so arranged that their upper edges are a little above the surface of the 
blocks for printing the stamps. When the ink is applied, the points of 
these “ dotted rules” are inked as well as the stamp-blocks, and each 
point both prints a dot or dash, and at the same time pricks a hole or cuts 
a slit, and the stamps are printed and perforated in the same process.

For stamp-collecting purposes this is the most perfect method of 
perforation that can be employed, as each stamp has an even margin, 
instead of perhaps a  large piece on one side and less than none on the 
other; besides, the dots of colour give a finish to its appearance. But 
the system has never been employed for very long by any country, so it 
no doubt has drawbacks from other points of view.

From what has been stated it may be gathered that unperforated stamps 
are usually the earliest issues of the countries to which they belong ; and 
we may lay it down as a general rule, that where stamps, which are in
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other respects the same, exist both unperforated and machine perforated, 
the former are the oldest, and in most cases are the rarest. There are 
cases where stamps have been first issued perforated, and afterwards a 
supply or perhaps only a few sheets have been issued unperforated, 
either intentionally or accidentally ; here the unperforated will not be the 
earliest, but they will probably be the rarest, though accidental varieties 
of the kind are of no great interest. In other cases stamps may have 
been in use unperforated for some years, and then a comparatively small 
quantity may have been perforated, previous to the issue of a new series; 
of these the unperforatea will be the earlier, but not the rarer.

In several of our Australian Colonies another point must be noted. 
The stamps were first issued unperforated ; many varieties were afterwards 
rouittUd, according to the opinion of some, by private persons or business 
firms for their own use, or by stationers who sold stamps to the public ; 
according to the opinion of others by the Post-office authorities, for a 
short time, before adopting machine perforation. Some of these rouletted 
varieties are of great rarity, and are much sought after, while the same 
stamps unperforated are comparatively common.

It is well to bear these points in mind in sorting out our stamps, so 
that if  we decide not to collect all the minor varieties at first, we may at 
least keep the most uncommon, and those which would be most difficult 
to replace afterwards.

P fennig. The stamp upon the current post cards of Bavaria bears a 
large numeral accompanied by this word only, but as stamps cut out of 
post cards should on no account be collected, perhaps this explanation is 
hardly necessary.

P.G .S.=  Perak Government Service. Surcharged upon the stamps of 
the Straits Settlements.

PkUaUly. Stamp-Collecting or the Study of Stamps.
P hilatelic. The adjective of Philately.
P hilatelist. A  follower of Philately.
In the early days of Stamp-Collecting and Stamp-Collectors, those 

terms were considered sufficient to indicate both the pursuit and its 
followers. But as time went on, and collecting began to be conducted

Гп more scientific lines, it was thought necessary that the Collecting 
Stamps in an intelligent manner should be distinguished by some 

special word, in a similar way to the Collecting of Coins, Insects, &c. ; 
and that thus Collecting—from a scientific point of view— might be 
distinguished from mere Accumulating of quantities of stamps without 
order or arrangement. Various titles were suggested, and as careful 
study of minor details, and research into the origin and history of the 
various stamps, were intended to be implied, it scons evident that 
something ending in “ ology ” would have been appropriate. Our 
neighbours across the Channel, who were the first to recognise the 
importance of the study of watermarks, perforations, &c., were, naturally, 
foremost in proposing suitable names for our bumble science (if such it 
may be called). Timbromanie was, of course, an invention of the 
enemy; Tim brophilie (Fondness for Stamps), and Timbrologie (the 
Study, or Science, of Stamps) were rejected as being compounded from 
words in two different languages. The second of the two appears to be 
very appropriate ; it survives still in the title of La Société Française de 
Timbrologie, one of the oldest and most distinguished of the Philatelic 
Societies ; occasional attempts have also been made to introduce it into 
English, as Timbrology, unmindful of the fact that the exact British 
equivalent would be Stampology— a word winch is probably not more
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ridiculous to our ears than Timbrologie was to some French ones thirty 
years ago. About that period Mons. Herpin, of Paris, set to work to 
construct a  word out of somewhat more homogeneous materials, and 
succeeded in producing one, which is not only purely Greek in derivation, 
but is to the present day the purest Greek to the general public. The 
first syllable is simple enough ; “ ÿtXot ” (fond of) is a word that enters 
into the composition of not a  few in our own language ; but as the 
Greeks possessed neither stamps nor anything resembling them, it was 
necessary to denote them in some less direct fashion. The word selected 
was “ *тАц*я (exempt from tax) or “ a n h w "  (exemption from tax) ; and 
thus, as the stamp upon a letter or a document denotes that the postage 
or tax has been paid, and the article is exempt from further taxation, so 
the word philately, which would more strictly mean Fondness for 
Exemption from Taxation, was brought into use with the meaning of 
Fondness for the Stamps denoting that the tax had been paid. It is 
certainly a little far-fetched, and the word has the double disadvantage of 
not being easily understood or explained, and of implying simply 
A  Fondness fo r  Stamps rather than The Study o f Stam ps. However, 
Philately  and its derivatives, P hila telic and P hilatelist, have been so 
universally adopted that it is too late now to enquire whether better 
words could not have been invented. They are finding their way into 
dictionaries and encyclopaedias, and it may be hoped that in time the 
general public will make no greater confusion between Philately  and 
Philanthropy than between Etymology and Entom ology; while perhaps 
some day we may be able to find a  word that may bear the same relation 
to Philately  that Anthropology does to Philanthropy, and that may more 
accurately express the study of stamps as distinguished from their 
collection. It is only necessary to add that, in the two substantives, 
Philately  and Philatelist, the accent is on the second syllable, while in 
the adjective, P hilatelic, the accent is on the third.

It will be noticed that, from its derivation, the word Philately  may be 
applied quite as appropriately to the collection of Revenue stamps as to 
the collection of Postage stamps.

Piastre, see Para.
P late Numbers. All the plates from which the stamps of Great 

Britain were printed were numbered in the margin, showing the order in 
winch they were made. In the earliest plates the number was not shown 
upon the stamps, but in the later ones the number of the plate was 
engraved upon every impression or block of which that plate was com
posed, and thus each stamp bore the number of the plate from which it 
was printed. Specimens of the same stamp showing different numbers 
are recognised as minor varieties.

Porte de  mar. (Sea Postage.) The inscription upon labels em
ployed at one time in Mexico, to denote to the authorities at Vera Cruz 
the amount of the postage upon each letter that was to be paid to the 
Company conveying the mans by sea. The whole of the postage was 
paid by ordinary postage stamps, and the Porte de M ar labels merely 
gave information upon a matter of accounts.

Porte franco . CORREO s. (Post-free, Post-office.) Upon the early 
stamps of Peru.

Porto gazetei. (Newspaper Postage.) Upon the Newspaper stamp 
of Roomania (Moldavia).

P o r t o  p f l ic h t ig e  d ie n s t  s a c h e . (Official Matter subject to
Postage.) Upon some o f the Official stamps o f Wurtemberg.
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Porto scrisorei (ПОРТО СЕРПСОРп). (Letter Postage.) Upon stamps 
o f Roumania (Moldavia).

Porto stempel. (Postage Stamp.) Upon the first Envelope stamps 
of Finland.

Postage. The stamps of Great Britain bear no indication of the 
name of the country to which they belong. The earlier ones are 
inscribed “ postage” only and the value, the more recent issues are 
lettered “  postage and  revenue.” The first stamps of New South 
Wales, the “  Sydney Views,” also do not bear the name in English, but 
in addition to the word “  POSTAGE” at the top, they have the inscriptions 
around and below the view, which will be found under letter “  S.”

Poste locale (Local postage). Upon some of the early stamps 
of Switzerland.

Postes (Postage). Found with the indication of the value only upon 
stamps shown in the illustrations below.

B elgium .

B elgium .

Posthorn.— Sorut of the Newspaper stamps of Hungary bear no 
inscriptions at all, and the principal part of the design is a Posthorn, 
surmounted by a crown of a  peculiar shape.

Postmark. Any mark strack by the Post-office upon a  letter or packet, 
including obliterating marks, date stamps, marks indicating “  Postage 
Due,* “ Postage Paid,” &c. In regard to the last two items, it is perhaps 
difficult in some cases to draw a line between these and certam labels 
which are collected as Postage Stam ps/ but it seems fair to consider 
hanđstruck marta showing postage to be collected as Postmarks only, 
and adhesive labels used for the same purpose as a species of Postage 
Siamtp. In the same way hanđstruck marks indicating that postage 
há« been paid in cash are usually looked upon as Postmarks ;  but if the 
very same marks are, for any reason, struck upon envelopes or wrappers, 
and sold to the public for postal use, we cannot refuse to recognise Ürese 
as stamped envelopes or wrappers, and as collectable under that class.

«Postmarke” (Postage stamp). On the ± Gate gr. stamp of Brunswick.

Post-office. It is not necessary to explain what a Post-office is, but 
it may be well to say a  few words as to the extremely rare stamps known
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ridiculous to our ears than Tim brologie was to some French ones thirty 
years aga  About that period Mons. Herpin, of Paris, set to work to 
construct a  word out of somewhat more homogeneous materials, and 
succeeded in producing one, which is not only purely Greek in derivation, 
but is to the present day the purest Greek to the general publia The 
first syllable is simple enough ; “ ф*Ао*я (fond of) is a  word that enters 
into the composition of not a few in our own language; but as the 
Greeks possessed neither stamps nor anything resembling them, it was 
necessary to denote them in some less direct fashion. The word selected 
was “  arAifs ” (exempt from tax) or “  атЛял ” (exemption from tax) ; and 
thus, as the stamp upon a letter or a document denotes that the postage 
or tax has been paid, and the article is exempt from further taxation, so 
the word philately., which would more strictly mean Fondness for 
Exemption from Taxation, was brought into use with the meaning of 
Fondness for the Stamps denoting that the tax had been paid. It is 
certainly a  little far-fetched, and the word has the double disadvantage of 
not being easily understood or explained, and of implying simply 
A  Fondness fo r  Stam ps rather than The Study o f Stam ps. However, 
Philately  and its derivatives, P h ila telic  and P hilatelist, have been so 
universally adopted that it is too late now to enquire whether better 
words could not have been invented. They are finding their way into 
dictionaries and encyclopaedias, and it may be hoped that in time the 
general public will make no greater confusion between Philately  and 
Philanthropy than between Etymology and Entom ology;  while perhaps 
some day we may be able to find a word that may bear the same relation 
to Philately  that Anthropology does to Philanthropy, and that may more 
accurately express the study of stamps as distinguished from their 
collection. It is only necessary to add that, in the two substantives, 
Philately  and P hilatelist, the accent is on the second syllable, while in 
the adjective, P hilatelic, the accent is on the third.

It m il be noticed that, from its derivation, the word Philately  may be 
applied quite as appropriately to the collection of Revenue stamps as to 
the collection of Postage stamps.

Piastre, see Para.
P late Numbers. All the plates from which the stamps of Great 

Britain were printed w o e  numbered in the margin, showing the onto- in 
which they were made. In the earliest plates the number was not shown 
upon tiie stamps, but in the later ones the number of the plate was 
engraved upon every impression or block of which that plate was com
posed, and thus each stamp bore the number of the plate from which it 
was printed. Specimens of the same stamp showing different numbers 
are recognised as minor varieties.

Porte de  mar. (Sea Postage.) The inscription upon Labels em
ployed at one time in Mexico, to denote to the authorities at Vera Cruz 
the amount of the postage upon each letter that was to be paid to the 
Company conveying the mam by sea. The whole of the postage was 
paid by ordinary postage stamps, and the Porte de M ar labels merely 
gave information upon a matter of accounts.

Porte franco . correos. (Post-free, Post-office.) Upon the early 
stamps of Peru.

Porto gazetei. (Newspaper Postage.) Upon the Newspaper stamp 
of Rotunania (Moldavia).

P o r t o  p f l ic h t ig e  d ie n s t  s a c h e . (Official Matter subject to
Postage.) Upon some of the Official stamps o f Wurtemberg.
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Porto scrisorei (порто скрпсорп). (Letter Postage.) Upon stamps 

o f Roumania (Moldavia).

Porto stempel. (Postage Stamp.) Upon the first Envelope stamps 
of Finland.

Postage. The stamps of Great Britain bear no indication of the 
name of the country to which they belong. The earlier ones are 
inscribed “ postage” only and the value, the more recent issues are 
lettered “  postage and  revenue.” The first stamps of New South 
'Wales, the u Sydney Views,” also do not bear the name in English, but 
in addition to the word “ postage” at the top, they have the inscriptions 
around and below the view, which will be found under letter “ S.”

Poste locale (Local postage). Upon some of the early stamps 
of Switzerland.

Postes (Postage). Found with the indication of the value only upon 
stamps shown in the illustrations below.

Bestimm. L u xemburg,

Posthorn.— Some of the Newspaper stamps of Hungary bear no 
inscriptions at all, and the principal part of the design is a Pos/Aomt 
surmounted by a  crown of a  peculiar shape.

Postm ark, Any mark struck by the Post-office upon a letter or packet, 
including obliterating marks, date stamps, marks indicating “ Postage 
Due,” “  Postage Paid,” &c. In regard to the last two items, it is perhaps 
difficult in some cases to draw a line between these and certain labels 
which are collected as Postage Stam ps;  but it seems fair to consider 
handstruck marks showing postage to be collected as Postmarks only, 
and adhesive labels used for the same purpose as a  species of Postage 
Stam p. In the same way handstruck marks indicating that postage 
has been paid in cash are usually looked upon as Postmarks j  but if the

S same mărire are, for any reason, struck upon envelopes or wrappers, 
sold to the public for postal use, we cannot refuse to recognise these 

as stamped envelopes or wrappers, and as collectable under that class.

“  Postmarke” (Postage stamp). O n th eJ  Gute gr. stamp of Brunswick.

Post-office. It is not necessary to explain what a  Post-office is, but 
it may be well to say a few words as to the extremely rare stamps known 
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as the “ post-office” Mauritius. The first stamps of this colony (which 
was the first British possession to follow the example of the mother 
country in this respect) were issued in September, 1847. They were 
engraved locally, upon copper, and were printed one by one from small 
plates, upon one of which was engraved a single “ one penny,” and 
upon the other a single “ two pen ce” stamp. The design, which is 
shown in the first illustration below, was evidently copied from the 
English stamps in use at the time, lettered “ postage" at the top, 
and with the value at the bottom ; at the sides was added the place 
of issue, “ post office” on the left, and “ mauritius” on the right 
Only one supply, about 500 of each value, was ever printed from these

1&47- 1848.
plates, as the process of printing the stamps singly was a very slow one ; 
and, as almost all were used for postage within the island, very few 
specimens have reached collectors. In the following year stamps of the 
same design, but inscribed “ post pa id ” in the place of “  post office” 
(see second illustration), and printed in sheets of twelve, were issued, and 
these remained in use for some ten years.

Post stamp. With no other English inscription except that denoting 
the value, on the stamps of the Deccan.

Post zegel (Postage Stamp). On the early issues of Holland.
Preussen= Prussia.
Proofs. Strictly speaking, tr ia l impressions from a die or plate, but 

used also by publishers of engravings to mean early impressions (the 
number of which is not always limited !). The term is applied somewhat 
in this sense to such impressions, from the dies or plates for stamps, as 
are not printed for issue, as well as to those impressions which are taken 
before the engraving is completed, or immediately upon its completion.

Provisionals. Stamps temporarily put in circulation, usually when the 
supply o f a certain value has been exhausted. Substitutes are formed 
eimer by printing the value required upon stamps of another value, or 
by the manufacture of stamps of a more or less simple design, produced 
from printers’ types or by lithography.

P.S.N.C. = Pacific Steam Navigation Company. Upon stamps which 
were employed by this Company, and some of which formed a kind of 
experimental issue of the Government of Peru.

Quadrili*. (See Pafier).
Queen on Throne. The design of one of the early stamps of Victoria 

consisted of a  full-length figure of the Queen seated on a Throne, with 
no inscription except the value “ two fen ce” below.

R. A  large capital “  R ” is the only sign of a European inscription 
upon the native stamps of Jhind. It is probably the initial of the name 
Rampoor or of the word Raj.

The letter is also found surcharged upon some of the stamps of France 
and the French Colonies, used in Reunion.
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‘ “ R A J” Service,’ or ' “ R A J" SERVICE.* Surcharged upon stamps 

of British India used in the State of Jeypore.
Rayon = Radius in French. On some of the early Swiss stamps« 

indicating the radius within which the different values prepaid a  single 
rate of postage.

Recut, Redrawn, Re-engraved, Reset, Retouched. Expressions used to 
denote minor alterations made in the design of a stamp.

Recutting, Re-engraving, and Retouching practically mean the same 
thing, and should be used to imply repairs or renewing of the original 
dies, or of the actual plates from which stamps are 
printed. The alterations thus made may be ex
ceedingly small, as in the case of the original die of 
the id. and 2d. stamps of Great Britain, which in 
1S54 was recut, to the extent of deepening some of 
the lines, and rendering the minor details clearer 
than before ; or they may produce practically a 
different stamp altogether, as in the case of the 
native stamps of Mauritius, where the plate of the 
2d. of 1848 (see illustration under post office), *8»’
which had become almost worn flat by ten years’ use, was entirely 
re-engraved in 1858 or 1859, producing the rare stamp lcnown as the 2d. 
Large H ead w ith F illet. This is an extreme instance of recutting ; the 
various Plates of New South Wales, Sydney Views id. and 2d., and 
Laureated Heads 2d. {ßne background and solid  background) and 6d., 
are examples of the same process in a less marked form.

Redrawing implies the construction of a  new die, plate, or stone, the 
general design remaining the same, but the details being modified, 
intentionally or unintentionally, to a greater or less extenL The 
alterations may be no greater than those produced by recutting, they 
may indeed be much less— in fact the result is the same, but the process 
is different As instances of redrawing we may take some of the stamps 
of the Argentine Republic, among which there are several cases showing 
two or more editions of the same design, differing in minor details ; the 
illustrations that follow show one of the most marked instances of this,
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but there are others of the same kind. Some of the stamps of Brazil, 
1882-1888, show similar modifications of design, and there are numerous 
instances among the Russian Local stamps.

Resetting applies to designs that are made up of separate pieces, 
usually of printers’ types and ornamental borders ; in such cases, when a 
fresh supply of stamps is required, the inscriptions, & c., are frequently 
set up afresh, and slight changes in the relative positions of the pieces 
will be found. O f this nature are the stamps of Bamra, of the second 
issue of which several settings have already been noticed ; errors which 
occur in one are not found in another, and a  sheet of stamps of one 
edition can be easily distinguished from a  sheet of stamps of another. 
The stamps of Nowanuggur on coloured paper, and those of Soruth, 
1868, also exhibit the effects of resetting. In all these there are not 
only as many varieties of type as there are stampe on the sheet, but 
there are also several settings, the sheets of which differ from one 
another. It is perhaps unnecessary to state that the Russian Local 
stamps likewise include instances of this peculiarity.
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R eichs-post (Imperial Post). On the stamps of the German Empire.
Re-impressions or Reprints. Impressions from the original plates, 

blocks, or stones, from which stamps were printed, taken after the issue 
of the stamps had ceased; impressions, that is, printed not for use as 
stamps, but as specimens or curiosities, for sale to collectors or otherwise. 
A  reprint, strictly speaking, should be from the identical plate, &c. 
from which the stamps were printed; but in the case of lithographed 
stamps, the original matrix of which was an engraved die, fresh stones 
have in some cases been constructed from that die, and such philatelic 
value as the reprints might have possessed has thereby been destroyed.
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For instance, impressions from the original stones of the 4 annas, of the 
hrst issue of India, would be of considerable interest to collectors. Those 
stones however were cleaned off when no longer required for use, and 
the reprints consequently are from fresh stones, and merely show the 
stamp itself, without being any guide to the arrangement of the original . 
sheets.

Remainders. Stocks left on hand when an issue or a  particular stamp 
goes out of use. These have in many instances been sold to dealers, 
and thus very large quantities of certain stamps have come into the 
market. They must not be confused with reprints, fa csim iles, or any
thing of that kind, being perfectly genuine in every way, and differing in 
no respect from the stamps that were put in circulation, being, as their 
title implies, stamps remaining unissued, and no longer required for use.

Reprints. See Re-impressions.
R e p u b l ic a  o r i e n t a l . Part of the title of the Republic of Uruguay. 

These two words alone are found on the issue of 1864 of that State.

Retouched, j ^  Recut> &c*
R.O.=Roumelie Orientale. Surcharged upon the stamps of Turkey 

for use in Roumelia.
R o m a n a  =  Roumanian.
Rosace. Usually applied in philately to an ornament embossed on the 

flap of an envelope, where the pattern is formed of interlaced circles, the 
lines of which are sunk and the intervening portions are in relief.

RouUttìng. See Perforating.
Russian Inscriptions. The following illustrations show the designs of 

stamps of various countries, the inscriptions upon which are in Russian 
characters, but which are not Russian stamps.
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Tke Levant.

Montrmtgm.

It is well to note the differences in the following ;

/w«w.



The Russian alphabets shown below will, I hope, assist the reader 
identifying the Russian Local stamps, of which it would be impossible 
give hdl illustrations here.
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RUSSIAN-ENGLISH.
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ENGLISH-RUSSIAN.

These alphabets were originally published in Nature, February 27, 
1890. The system was arranged by “ some of those most interested in 
the cataloguing and recording of Russian scientific literature,” with a 
view to enabling “ those unacquainted with Russian, not only to trans
literate from that language into English, but also to recover the original 
Russian spelling, and so to trace the words in a dictionary.” It has, I 
understand, been adopted in the Catalogue of the Natural History 
Library, the Zoological and Geological Records, the publications of tiré 
Royal Society, & o, and may therefore be depended upon as thoroughly 
sound and accurate.

S. Surcharged upon the stamps of the Straits Settlements for use in 
Selangor.

Sachsen= Saxony.
Segnatassa or segnatasse. Upon the Postage Due stamps of Italy.
S e n = Cent. The only English inscription upon some of the stamps 

of Japan.
Service or service postage. Surcharged upon certain revenue 

stamps of India, the original inscriptions upon which had been removed, 
converting them into Postage Stamps for Official use.

S. H. In the upper corners o f the first stamps of Schleswig-Holstein.
SIC fortis ETRURIA C REV it. (Thus brave Etruria grew.) Motto 

below the “ View ” on the first issue of New South Wales.
SlGlLLUM NOV. {fié) САМИ, {ria) AUST, {ralis). (Seal of New South 

Wales.) Inscription surrounding the central design of the “ Sydney 
View” stamps of New South Wales.

Silber Groschen. On an oval band, surrounding a Horse and 
Crown, upon the envelope stamps of Brunswick.

On an oval or octagonal band, surrounding a profile to the left, upon 
the envelope stamps of Prussia.

“  Sid.” or SOLDI. On the stamps of Austria for use in the Austrian 
post-offices in other parts of the Mediterranean, and on the stamps o f 
Austrian Italy.



S o b r e p o r t e . On the Postage Due stamps of the Republic of 
Colombia.

S o l d i  see “  sld.”
“ Som ubesörget [or uindlöst) aabnet af Post Departementet”  = Opened 

by the Postal Department as undelivered [or as unpaid). Upon the 
Returned Letter stamps of Norway.

S. P. M .=St. Pierre et Miquelon. Surcharged upon the stamps of 
the French Colonies.

S. U. =  Sungei Ujong. Surcharged upon the stamps of the Straits 
Settlements.

Surcharge. Some addition to the design or inscriptions, printed or 
written upon a stamp which was already complete and fit for use without 
any such addition. A  surcharge, therefore, as a rule, alters either the 
value or the use of a  stamp, and if it does not do this it seems doubtful 
whether the addition is to be considered a surcharge, or a completion of 
the stamp. The earliest instance we know of was the Mauritius Britannia 
stamp, in green, overprinted “  f o u r p e n c e ,”  in black. This was, in point 
of fact, a completion of the stamp, which was considered unfit for use 
without some indication of its value ; at the same time the stamp was 
already complete without that addition, and similar stamps were used, 
both in Mauritius and in other colonies, without any value being indicated 
upon than. It is thus open to question whether this should be included 
under surcharged stamps or not

Another doubtful case is that of some of the Indian revenue stamps 
converted into Service Postage stamps ; those alluded to had the labels 
indicating their original use cut off, and were therefore incomplete 
without the overprint showing their new use. The stamps of S t Helena, 
formed by means of impressions from the plate of the sixpence, printed 
in various colours and with different values added in black, should not be 
considered as surcharged, for although such stamps would appear to be 
complete without the addition of the black overprint, they were not fit for 
use in that condition. The stamps, &С. of the first issue of Gibraltar 
must on the other hand be classified under the head of surcharged, as 
the majority of them differed in no respect (except the overprint) from 
those of the same values then in use in Barbados, Bermuda, & c., and 
one portion of the same printing might have been sent to one of the 
Colonies whose plates were made use of for the production of these 
stamps, envelopes, wrappers, and cards, and another portion surcharged 
with the name “ GIBRALTAR.” It must not be forgotten that in this case 
three of the values, the ţd., 2d., and is., were printed in colours different 
from those till then in use for those values of Bermuda, and these should, 
strictly speaking, come under the same head as the St. Helena stamps.

Other doubtful instances may be met with, but it may be taken as a 
general rule that a stamp must have existed, and been put in circulation, 
as a stamp before it can be said, philatelically, to be surcharged.

In the Post-office Department the word surcharge is used to denote 
the extra charge levied upon unpaid or insufficiently prepaid letters and 
packets, or to denote the whole charge, including the postage upon such 
letters, & С . that is claimed from the receiver ; and it has been suggested 
that this word should be applied philatelically, in the forai of Surcharge 
Postage Stamps, to the labels now usually termed Unpaid Letter Stamps, 
the word overprint being used for what has been described above as a 
surcharge. Overprint, however, appears to be too comprehensive, as it 
would include everything printed over the original impression of a stamp. 
A surcharge is certainly an overprint, but an overprint is not in all cases 
a surcharge— from our point of view.
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Surface-printing. See Engraving and Printing. 
Sverige= Sweden.
Swards. Crossed swords are the most conspicuous portion of the 

device upon the stamp of the post card of Nepal.
A  sword, upright, with the point uppermost, figures upon the stamps of 

Rajpeepla.
Syllabic characters. These are small characters upon the stamps of 

Japan of 1875, indicating separate plates or separate printings of a 
certain number of sheets, and corresponding to a great extent with the 
Plate numbers upon the stamps of Great Britain. They are to be found 
at the bottom of the central device upon the stamps in question, and are 
usually enclosed in a small frame ; in the following illustrations the large 
30 sen is without the Syllabic character, and the small one with İL The

large types of the io, 20, and 30 sen also exist with the characters ; in 
the 10 and 20 sen they are not framed, but are placed at the left of the 
tails of the dragons on the lower value, and of the leaves on the higher. 
On the 6 sen they are engraved just below the buckle of the garter on 
the earlier stamps, and on the last plates of the 6 sen, orange, the character 
is enclosed in a  small oval which replaces one of the holes in the lower 
part of the garter.

Taille-douce. (See Engraving and Printing.)
Т акса = Tax (or Postage to be Paid). On the Unpaid Letter Stamps 

of Bulgaria.
Tang er-Fez. On stamps used by a courrier company in Morocco.
T assa gazzette. (Newspaper Tax.) On the journal tax stamp of 

Modena.
T e betalen port. (Postage to be Paid.) On the Unpaid Letter 

Stamps of Holland and the Dutch Colonies. Three different types have 
been employed at different times ; all are without indication of the name 
of the country to which they belong, the colours alone distinguishing the 
labels employed in the different Colonies from one another and from 
those of the mother country.

1. 3.
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Curaçao . 2 & 3. Frame green, valne black.
Dutch Indies i . 5 (cent), yellow on white.

10 я green on yellow.
15 „ orange „
20 „ green on blue.

2 Sl 3. Frame carmine, value black.
Holland . 1. 5 (cent), brown on buff.

10 „ violet on blue.
3- Frame blue, value black or red.

Surinam . . 2 & 3. „ violet „
T elegrafos- Od Telegraph stamps of Spain and Spanish colonies. 

Some of those of the Philippines have been used for postage, both 
unsurcharged and with various overprints.

Tête-bêche. A  term applied in French to stamps printed upside down 
in reference to one another. One such stamp may appear in a sheet, 
through one of the dies forming the plate being accidentally set the 
wrong way; this stamp will be tête-bêche as regards those surrounding it 
Some of the stamps of Grenada were printed with alternate rows reversed, 
so that the stamps in one row were tête-bêche with reference to those in 
the next Such varieties must of course be shown in pairs, as the stamps 
when separated exhibit no peculiarity.

îţrnrn mb С а ш  in microscopic letters on the adhesives— thurn u. 
taxis on the envelope stamps— of the first issues of Germany. The 
Counts of Thurn and Taxis farmed the German Post Office from a very 
early date, and the Department was still in their hands when stamps were 
first issued. These stamps were therefore, strictly speaking, the issues of 
a private company, which worked the post-office for the Government.

Tiger’s Head. This forms the device in the centre of the earlier 
stamps of Afghanistan (see illustrations under Indian inscriptions).

T imbre imperial journaux. On the Newspaper Stamps of France, 
under the Em pire.

T imbre HOVIL = adhesive (or movable, as distinguished from an 
impressed) stamp. On revenue stamps of Spain, some of which have 
been used for postage.

T jf.nestf. post FRIMÆRKE. (Service postage stamp.) On the official 
stamps of Denmark.

T oscano= Tuscan.
Tresse. A  circular or oval ornament on the flap of an envelope, with 

a pattern of lines in relief (see also Rosace).
Type. This word is used generally to mean the design of a stamp, but 

it may also have a  more special sense. Thus, if we say that two stamps 
are of the same type we should mean that the design of both is identically 
the same, and that they differ only in colour, paper, or perforation, or 
that the value only is changed, and the rest of the design remains 
unaltered. Where slight changes have been made we may say that the 
stamps are of sim ilar type, or of the same design but different type, the 
design having been re-drawn or re-engraved; and we may term these 
varieties Type 1, Type 2, Sec., of the design. Some years ago scientific 
collectors were anxious to lay down some rule for the use of the words 
Type and Variety, and it was proposed that they should be employed in 
philately in a  similar manner to that in which Genus and Species are 
used in Natural History; it was found, however, impossible to draw the 
line between them, and to decide what amount of difference should 
constitute a  new type, or what amount of resemblance should imply 
merely a variety.
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Type {Printer’s). In describing the inscriptions, or the surcharges, 
upon stamps, it is necessary to state what kinds of letters are used, and 
as all these different kinds have names, I have asked the printers to set 
up some of those more commonly employed, and I give the names by 
which they are known to English printers and type-founders. In America 
some of them are known by different names to these, and Philatelic 
writers have, unfortunately, been accustomed to use entirely wrong names 
in some cases.

It is perhaps unnecessary to state that the various kinds of type exist 
(many of them) in numerous varieties of size, from the enormous letters 
used upon gigantic posters, down to the microscopic type of the smallest 
Bibles and Prayer-books. These all have their names also, but these are 
not what I wish to describe here ; 1 would only point out that the so- 
called large capitals of one size (or fount) may be no larger than the 
sm all capitals of another fount, and these can only be distinguished when 
different natures of letters of the same fount are used together.

The ordinary natures of type exist in five different forms, which belong 
to one another, so to speak. Three of these are upright, and two are 
sloping. The three upright are respectively called Large Capitals, Small 
Capitals, and Small Letters, or “  Lower Case,”  as the last are technically 
termed. O f the sloping, Large Capitals and Lower Case only are usually 
supplied by the founders, and if Small Capitals are required they have to 
be specially made. The origin of the term Lower Case is a very simple 
one. The cases, or trays, of letters in a printing office are placed upon 
sloping racks, or desks, for the convenience of those using them. The 
small letters are in one case (each in their own separate partition), and 
the large letters are similarly arranged in another case ; and the former, 
being the most wanted, are placed nearer the compositor than the latter;
i.e . the small letters are in the low er of the two cases on the desk, and 
the large letters in the upper. Hence, the small letters have come to be 
commonly known as lower-case type, and the large are sometimes termed 
upper-case.

To take an example : The ordinary upright type, in which English 
books are printed, is called "R om an” ; of this we have "L A R G E  
C A P IT A L S,” “  small capitals,” and “ lower case,” the second being of 
similar form to the first, but of similar height to the third. The sloping 
letters corresponding to these are called “  I t a lic and of these again we 
have “  L A R G E  C A P I T A L S * and “  lower case.”

The nature of type in which this book is printed is called “  Old Style.” 
The size employed is termed “ Bourgeois.”

As specimens o f large and small type of this same “ Old Style”  we 
may take :

Great Primer—
Roman.

L A R G E  C A P I T A L S ,
small capitals, lower case.

Ita lic.

L A R G E  C A P I T A L S , lower case.
F t t i i - R e a n ,  L A R G E  C A P IT A L S, s u  AIL CAPITALS, lower case.

Italic. L A  KGB C A P IT A L S . U m tr case.
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These are by no means extremes in the way of size ; large type may 
go up to almost any dimensions, and there are two sizes smaller than 
Pearl, termed Diam ond and B rillia n t respectively.

The following are a few varieties of type, of which specimens are given 
in the size called Long Primer, for comparison. "

Taking hrst the types which have serifs, or short horizontal lines 
terminating the vertical and slanting strokes of the letters, and vertical 
lines at the ends of the horizontal strokes of capitals “  Е,” “ T," Sc.c., 
we have :

i .  O l d  S t y l e .

Roman— L A R G E  CA PITA LS, small capitals, lower case.
Italic—LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

2. M o d e r n .

Roman— LAR G E CAPITALS, small capitals, lower case.
Italie—LARGE CAPITALS, lover case.

Differing from Old Style principally in the letters being narrower, the 
* C *  and the “ O ’  less rounded.

3. A l b io n .

LARGE CAPITALS, lower ease.
In which the thick strokes are very much heavier than in the previous 

types; it is sometimes used abroad for surcharges, as shown in the 
“  N.S.B.B and “  N ossi-Bé ” in the following illustrations:

63

AU these three have the serifs and the thinner strokes very fine, as 
compared with the thick strokes.

4. O ld Style  Antique.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

• 5. Ionic.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

6. E xtended C larendon.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

7. A ntique.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

8. Egyptian.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower сам.

These show a gradually-increasing tendency to make all the lines 
more nearly the same thickness, with heavy serifs, the latter beim; slightly 
rounded where they join the strokes of the letters in Ionic and Clarendon, 
and quite square at the junctions in Antique and Egyptian.
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9. Sans-serif.
LARCE CAPITALS, lower case.
LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.

10 . G r o t e s q u e .

LARGE CAPITALS, lower case.
These are two forms of type without serifs, as the name of the-first 

implies. Type of this kind has been commonly termed u block?* in 
philatelic works, but this title is unknown, apparently, to printers^and 
type-founders.

i i . G r e c ia n .

A B C D E F G H I J K L U N O P Q R S  
T U Y W  X Y Z , .

This is a type which varies somewhat in form, as made by different 
type-founders.

12. F rench A ntique.
LABGE CAPITALS, lower caw.

13. Glyptic.
f l B C D E F e p i J K l i J à ] ï e P e H j 5 * n

Y W X Ï 2 , .
14 . D k  l a  r u e .

á b c d e p g h i j k l m h o p q
R S T U Y W X Y Z , .

15. O ld English.
Ш « «  « Ä f i S H A  lotoer caw.

This is practically the same as German type; it is also known as 
“  Gothic ” or “  Black letter/

16. G erman B lack.

Co tuer case.
17. O pen B lack.

s m m  ь ш  t m ,
18. C harlemagne.

IsÄ R C aE  C Ä P I T Ä b S ,  lower ease.

19. B ijou.
О Д ^ Л Ь в ,  l t A i  casc .

яо. T uscan.

21. Outline.
A B C B E Ü F G - M I J K L M H Q P Q B .  

S T U V W X Y S , .  "
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22. Shaded.

А 9 6 П Ш  1 Ш 1 В Н 9 Н Т 1  
V V I I S .  ,

Type-set=  Made up from movable types. Applied principally to designs 
formed of printers’ type and plain or ornamental borders, such as are 
found in most printing offices, but applicable also to any design made up 
of separate parts instead of being aú in one piece. Almost all surcharges 
are type-set, and so are very many other provisional stamps. Among the 
rarities produced by this means are the various provisional issues of 
British Guiana,

1863
and the first issues of Reunion and the Sandwich Islands.

Typography. See Engraving and Printing.
U k u  l e t a . (Paid letter.) Upon some o f the stamps of the Sandwich 

Islands.
U ltramar.  (Beyond the Sea.) Upon stamps of Cuba. Some 01 

these were also surcharged, as shown in the following illustrations, for 
special use in Porto Rico.
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Unpaid Letter Stam ps. Stamps denoting charges to be paid by the 
receiver of a letter or packet ; either postage unpaid, or insufficiently 
prepaid by the sender, or any other charges made by the Post-office. 
The term “ Postage Due Stamps” would appear to be far more appro
priate.

Unperforated (unperf.)=not perforated. (See Perforation.)
Unused. Strictly speaking, a stamp that has not been used for postal 

or fiscal purposes ; but the word is frequently employed in the sense of 
unobliterated, in the same way as used and obliterated are too often 
treated as synonimous terms. It is evident that a stamp may sometimes 
be used and yet escape obliteration, and it is very necessary to remember 
that an obliteration is not always a proof that a stamp has been used.

Used. (See Unused.)
U .S.= United States.
“ Valevole perle stampe " = Available for (prepaying postage of) printed 

matter. Surcharged upon the Parcel Post stamps of Italy, converted 
into 2 c. stamps, and permitting their use upon newspapers and other 
printed matter.

Value alone. (See cents, &c.)
Vergé'= Laid. (See Paper.)
W atermark. (See Paper.)
W endensche kreis or W endenschen kreises= The circle (or 

district) of Wenden. Upon the stamps of Livonia.
W mk.= Watermark.
Wove. (See Paperi)
Z. A. R. or z. AFR. REPUBLIEK= South African Republic or the 

Transvaal.
Za lot kop. 10=10 kopecs per lotte, or loth, the Russian unit of 

weight for letters, rather less than half an English ounce. On the 
stampe of Poland. There is a similar inscription on some o f the 
Russian stamps, but in Russian letters.

р ъ т м о с т н :
WILLIAM BREXDOX AND SON, PRINTERS.



STANLEY GIBBONS, LTD., 391, STRAND, LONDON.
i r  N O  O T H E R  A D D R E S S .

NOTICE OF REMOVAL ВТ AH L E Y  QIBBOHB, Ltd., to w  Bem art*

both thair E i t o t l i i l u r o t t  to 381, STRAND, LONDON, W.O.
Here every attention «ad accommodation will be fonnd for those who desire making pencm l p a rtja ié , 

as well as for tbcír enormous correspondence .

&ummarp of fßbtlateltr publications.

NOW RBADY, AN ENTIRELY NEW EDITION
OF

STANLEY GIBBONS’

PRICE CATAL06U8 OP POSTAGE STA M PS.
Thoroughly revised and fully brought up to date in every respect.

Several thousands of prices reduced, many countries re-written, and all the numerous
n e w  issu es  in serted .

FBICB8, FOST-FRKX, to all parta of the World.
TH E PRICE C A T A L O G U E .............................................................................................. */-
THE A P P E N D IX .................................................................................................................... I ß
TH E  T W O  BOUN D T O G E T H E R ..................................................................................................V I
The tw o bound to ge ther, w ith Interi eared pages, fa in tly ruled . . . i f -
Mandsome G ilt Ototh Reading C o vers, fitted with elastic bend, and adaptable

to this, or any future Edition. Price 1/ ' each ; or .  .  .  .  . 1/1

The Largiti, the moet Importent, ond tkt Choopoot 8tump Magazin* Published.

S T A R L E T  G IB B O N S’ M O R TELT JOURNAL.
Edited by M AJOR E. B. EVANS.

Pm U itked am the F in i r f  tu ck  M tu tk , mud ckie/ty »ti ed  fu r

ut. Verbatim  Raporte of all Law Cases of Interest to Philatelists, 
and. E rh e e t Information on New la n a .
3rd. L a r g e s t  S ta m p  Journal P ublishe d  : recent numbers mntaining from jo  to j s  pages 
ţth. Q u a lity  o f  its  A rticle»  — With M ajor E v a n s  as Edace this a a  b e takta  for p a ste d . 
Stfa. F u ll  R ep o rta  o f the leiding Stamp Auctions.

СКАТ И ГОСС то
С  T A N  L E Y  G IB B O N S . L i m i t o , have the 

precedented m rrrw  o f the above Journal d 
mrreaw its popularity, they have derided a  
post-free to  a ll parts o f  the world.

TO THE BONTRLT
ire to announce that, emboldened b y the un- 
the h at two ytere, and m order to m il further 

the price to Subscribers to t/- per annum,

T k t h ig k  ckum eter o f tk r M uulkly J tu m u l m ill u tt tu ly  i t  fu lly  m m ntuined, ku t i l  i t  tk t 
in ten tim i в/ tk t Р пШ скеп t*  i» спит  it  fy  every e m u  y ettik le.

T k t Jen m u i h  U luctm U d nmtk ж м е т е »  Р епт Ш  afw tlU tn m m  P k iJuM ictc fy  tk e tuùntm i
A rtici, Мг. Н л и х л  ruamsa.

АП Subscriptions must be prepaid, and commence with the current number. The prices for hack 
numbers will be found on the firm page Ы  the Journal There is no discount to the Trade, either on 
this or the Catalogue advertised above.

S t a n u t  G ib b o n s , L i m i t e d , S t a m p  I m f o b t z b s , 39 1, S t b a n d , L o n d o n , W .C .



О  T A N  L E Y  G IBBO N S, Limited, were awarded at the International 
^  Exhibition of Postage Stamps, held in Paris, in October, 1892, one of 
the only two GOLD  M E D A L S given on that occasion.
This Matal was confermi on them for their New Edition of The Imperial A lbum, 

The Monthly Journal, and their magnificent exhibit of rarities then displayed.

JUST PUBLISHED.-The SIXTH EDITION of

The Imperial Postage Stamp Album.
E d it e d  f o i  m a n t  Y e a r s  b t

IE, S. G IB B O N S ,
Now P r o d u c e d  o n d e s  t h e  E d it o r s h ip  o f

M AJO R IE. IB. E V A N S ,
W ho has thoroughly m ixed \ g rea tly  enlarged% mud a ltog eth er im proved th is  m ost im porlom t

Publication*

PRICES OF THE MEW IMPERIAL ALBUM8 (Sixth Edition).
SECU RELY PACKED , A N D  POST-FREE TO  GREAT BR ITA IN .

N o. 5 .— Strongly bound in embossed doth. The one volume complete 

N o. A — Superior embossed doth. The two volumes . .

N o. 7 .— Bevelled boards, handsomely bound. The two volâmes . 

N o. 8.— Extra gilt, and patent clasp. The two volumes . .

N o. 9.— Morocco relief, two patent clasps. The two volumes . .

N o. 10.— Russian leather, two patent locks. The two volumes . .

N o. l í . — H alf morocco, no locks or clasps. The two volumes . .

. I l /б 

. 16/6 

. 21/6

• P/« 
.  51/6 

£s».6d.
£ 2  3 * . O d.

THE IMPERIAL POST CARD ALBUH|.
T 'H E  pages in this volume are blank, and the book is similar in size to, and is bonad 
* in Myles to correspond with, the F ifth  E dition  o f th e Im perial P o sta g e  

Stam p Album  and all the Supplem ents.

Any number o f these books can be employed for the reception o f Post Cards, 
according to the size of the collection.

Prices, 4/2, 6/8, 8/8, and tt/3, Post-free.

NOW READY. P R I C E  E I G H T P E N C E ;  P O S T -F R E E , N I N E P E N C E .

AN ENTIRELY NEW AND COMPLETE SERIES OP 260

T im s  of COUNTRIES for PHILATELIC ALBUMS.
THOROUGHLY REVISED. AMD BROUGHT UP TO DATE.

S t a n l e y  G ib b o n s , L i m i t e d , S t a m p  I m p o r t e r s ,  391, S t r a n d , L o n d o n ,  W .C .



JUST PUBLISHED, the FIRST EDITION
O f  a n  e n t i r e l y  N e w  a n d  M a r v e l l o u s l y  C h e a p  A l b u m ,

ENTITLED THE

Strand #  Postage #• Stamp #  Àlbum,
W ell arrangedreliable, and thoroughly correct.

NOS. 16 A 16 INCLUDE

A Senes of Six Maps, specially engraved for this Publication,
AND B EAUTIFULLY PRINTED IN COLOURS.

^ ^ T A N L E Y  G IBB O N S, L im it e d , bare had for some time in contemplation th e 
^  production o f this New W ork, and have now much pleasure in presenting it to 
the Philatelic public, as the outcome of their endeavour, to produce not only a cheap 
Album, hut cme superior in quality, and combining many advantages never before 
offered at the price.

The book, winch is printed on an unusually good quality paper, is bound in a 
new and specially designed cover. The shape is square, and the size a new and con
venient one, viz., 94 in. by 7J inches. Sufficient guards have been inserted, so that 
when the Album is hill the covers shall be level with each other, and not bulged as is 
often the n w  in imperfectly constructed books.

Concise Geographical and other particulars with Illustrations are given at the 
head o f each country, the pages being divided into rectangles, as is usual, with this 
most important innovation, that they vary in size so as to conveniently accommodate 
the Stamps desired to be placed in position. This is an advantageous improvement 
that w ill commend itself to every collector. Post Cards are not provided for, as all 
Philatelists o f experience know it is best to collect them separately.

A  new and very important departure has been made in Nos. 15 and 16, in in
cluding for the first time in any Philatelic Album a series of Six specially drawn Maps, 
printed in colours, and giving the names of all Stamp-issuing Countries. They are 
o f course fully brought up to date, and are not needlessly encumbered with unnecessary 
names, so as to increase their usefulness for easy and instant reference.

No. 14. 
No. is

No. 1«.

Strongly bound m ornamental embossed güt doth, »  pages complete, e/S; post-free, a/ro.

Handsomely bound in embossed extra güt doth, with Maps, aaď  many extra kavca, gilt 
edges, *70 pages, ; post-fam, J İ

Handsomely hound in full morocco leather, with Maps, and many extra leaves, güt edges,
«70 pages, M  ; poM-frre, WY

STAN LE Y GIBBONS, LIMITED,

Stamp Importers & Ifbilatelic JfubUsbers,
391, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.



T H E  P H I L A T E L I C  A L B U M .
T h ir d  E d it io n .

A recherché book, with movable blank leaves. Particularly adaptable 
for Specialists.

T h e  leaves in this Album are retained in their places by an original and newly- 
patented plan, entirely doing away with the unsightly screws hitherto necessary on 
the outside o f books o f this class. Pronounced by all who have seen it an ingenious 
and admirable arrangement, pre-eminently adapted for the purpose, and completely 
solving a difficulty experienced by Collectors in general. '

A . — Strongly boomi in half morocco, güt ornaments, and lettering, packed in a  box, 3 0 post- 
free, by pateel post, for 31/-»

B. — Handsomely bound in full Persian morocco, bevelled boards, güt edges, double action 
expanding lock and key ; packed in a  box, gpi- ; post-free, b y  pared post, gs/i.

Sparo blank linen-jointed Leaves can be bad, I/у per dozen, or a/3 per dozen, if  with gilt edges, 
post-free. Abroad extra. A  sample leaf sent for s jd ., post-free.

JUST PUBLISHED.—W ith  N u m ib o u s  I mpoxtant  I m i u v i x u i t s .

N O W  R E A D Y .—New Editions of

fmprøbrir postage Stamp Îlmms.
TWELFTH EDITI OH. Entirety Revised and Corrected.

P rices, post-free, a t  borne o r abroad  :

N a  a.~Tke best ased largest Shilling Album ever issued. G ilt doth, with pocket for 
duplicates, xl-, post-free; abroad, 1/6.

N o. i .— Small oblong (116 pages), embossed doth, I/9.
No. 2 .— Royal 8vo, oblong (352 pages), gilt doth, 3/8.
No. 3.— Royal 8vo, oblong (25a pages), extra güt doth, 4/9.
N o. 4.— Royal 8t o ,  oblong (252 pages), handsomely bound and clasp, 5 / ia

D x d ic a t b d  ( b y  S p e c ia l  R e m i s s i o n )

TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF YORK, KG.

JU ST PUBL ISHED.—en tire ly  ravi »ed and greatly  en larged  
(748  pages. Demy 8»oX

THE SECOND EDITION OF ALBUM WEEDS.
By the Rev. R. B. EAR ÈE.

This work is an absolute necessity to the careful Philatelist who is anxious to 
ensure the absence o f forgeries from bis collection.

Price, bound in em bossed g ilt  d o th , Ю/B; post-free, II/-

T HE  DUPLICATE POSTAGE STAM P ALBUM.
Second Edition, 1892. Greatly Enlarged and Improved.

D esigned a t a  convenient m eant o f keeping tn p erßnene Stam pe arranged / e r  handy reference.

.  .  .  Post-free, 5/6 ; abroad, 6/6.
• • .  „  ro/6; , ,  i i  16.

D D IP V C  J N o. II.— Containing n  Podiets 
П Ш Л а  \ N o. 12.— Containing 146 Pockets

Stahlst Gibbons, L imited, Stamp 1m poetess, 391, St band, London, W .C .



NEW  AND IMPROVED PACKETS OF

Ш е й  arto H n u ö r t  S ta m p s .
N a  x.— T h e  S ixp en n y P a c k e t o f M ixed  C ontinental Stam ps contains ioo,

including вишу obsolete and rare. (This Packet contains duplicates.) Post-free, 7d.
N a  2.— The Sixpenny Packet of U sed F  oreign Stamps contains 50 varieties, 

all different, including E gypt, Spain, Ita ly  official, Saxony, Chili, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Japan, 
Hungary, Porto Rico, Greece, Swedes. Brazil, Tarifcy  (new and old issues), &c. Post-free, li

tio. 3.—The Sixpenny Packet of Used Colonial Stamps contains 13 varieties,
including Orange Free State, Ceylon. India Cape o f Good Hope, British Guiana, Mauritius,
Tasmania, N ew South W ales Service, Victoria, Jamaica, South Australia O .S ., t c .  A ll different. 
Post-free, 7(L

N a  4 .— T h e  S h illin g  P a c k e t o f U sed  and U nused F oreign  Stam ps contains
50 varieties, including Spodu, Bulgaria, Putdalla, Sandwich Ides (head a  king), Italy, Turkey, 
Finland, Brazil, a Roamania, Portugal, Argentine Republic, Ecuador, Sweden, Russia, Mexico, 
Czernawoda, United States Post Office, Japan 5 tin ., and ötben  tare. A ll different, and warranted 
genuine. Post-free, 1Д-

N a  5 .— T h e  S h illin g  P a c k e t o f C olon ial Stam ps co n tain s 3 5  v arie ties , in 
eluding Cyprus, N atal, Jamaica, provisional South Australia, Victoria |d ., rose, surcharged Ceylon, 
Straits Settlements, India Service, Queensland, H oog Kong, Transvaal, Swan River, Trinidad, 
Centennial N ew  South Wales, Mauritius, Malta, and others rare. A ll different, and warranted 
genuine. Post-free, 1/1.

N a  6.— T h e  E ighteenpen ny P a ck et o f U sed  F oreign  Stam ps contains too
n i k d o ,  i deluding Finland, Japan 15 and *5 sen., Azores, Chili, B r u ì ,  Greece, surcharged Pern, 
Russia, Porto Rico, Sweden, Portugal, Holland, Indin envelope, Jamaica, Egypt 1879, Belgium, set 
of 4 Norway, Spain, Canada, S ic. A ll different, and warranted genuine. Post-free, 1/7.

N a  7.— The T w o  Shilling P ack et of Rare Used Fonigli Stamps contains
sen varieties, including Porto Rico, Colombia, Deccan, Peru, registered Canada, tare Turkish, old 
Spain, Dutch Indies, United States official, Danish service, Mauritius, Portugal, French Colomra, 
4 Sweden, Straits Settlements, Cyprus, Greece, Sardinia, Belgium, West Australia, ChiK, old Den
mark, Italy parcel post, E gypt, Bavaria, and others rare. A ll different, and warranted genuine. 
Post-free, Í/1

N a  ft.— T h e  F ree S h illin g  P a ck e t o f O bsolete Stam ps contains io o  varieties,
including, amongst others, A rgentine, set o f 4 Finland, Granada Confederation. Cashmere, provisional 
Ceylon, Hungary first issue 25 kr., China. Brazil fig. issue, Great Britain id ., btack, Mexico, Bavaria, 
Uruguay, Transvaal, old Egyptian, old Swiss, Turkey, provisional Orange Free State, Peru, Tunis. 
Denmark (fire r . h t .  and others, all obsolete). Spaio, Porto R ìoql Canada. Q uii, old Tasmania, old 
Japan, 15 and t$ sen., Indian Telegraphs, Siam, Oldenburg, Brazil, Sarawak, and others rare. This 
packet contains no stamps o f  the present issue, and b  well worth 10/-. Post-free, 5fL

N a  9.— T h e  F iv e  S h illin g  P ack et o f F oreign  Stam ps contains aoo varieties
(used and unused), including Guatemala, Cape o f Good Hope. Ottoman Empire, set o f 4 Spain official 
(I, i ,  and 4 oozas, and 1 libra) Belgium, India ou Sardinia, Brazil, Japan, Portugal, Spain,
U .S. Post Office, Russia. Swiss, British Guiana, Swan River, Sweden, Bulgaria. Denmark, South 
Australia, Mexico, M alta, Tasmania, U .S ,  Holland. Greece, Italy, Victoria, Chili, Queensland^ set 
o f 3 Gibraltar, Porto Rico, Greece 1 L, pcrC, Argentine |  cent., Nicaragua, set o f 9 Swim, British 
Honduras, Sirmoor, & c. A ll different. Post-free, 6 / 1

N o. i a — T h e  T e n  S h in in g P o ck et o f U sed  and U nused Stam ps contain«
100 varieties, all rare and different, including N epasl, G  na remala newshand, Nowanuggcr. obsolete 
Cyprus, Salvador, Ecuador, Java, Philippine Islands, Nevis, H ayli, Tofana s c ,  Azores. Uruguay, 
Italy, J beend, Finland, surcharged British Honduras, old V ictora, Newfoundland, Mexico, British 
Bechua naland, British Guiana, unpaid Greece, Deccan, Danish envelope, N icaragua, Zulu land, set 
of 7 Egypt, rare N ew Granada. N ew  South W ak s O  S., 6 scarce Spanish, Servia, Hooohdu, Ottoman 
Empire, Ceylon envelope, Porto Rico, provisional Chili, Dei muda. В атта, Bhopal. Philippine Isles 
(Infant KingX and others scarce. This packet is highly recommended as being well worth aof- ; and 
if the stamps were bought separately, it would come m over that amount. Post-free, 10/1.

N a  l í . — T h e  G u in e . P x c k e t o f R are U sed  and U nused Stam ps contains
a v v i i k t k s .  including provisional Trinidad, P ersa, obsolete Japan, Official Mexico, Porto Rico, 
Antioqoia. Ecuador, provisional Ceylon, South African Republic, Java, provisiona] 18S1 British 
Guiana, N ew  Caledónia. Swaxieland, Madetta, Bhopal, surcharged Pero, Sierra Leone, Spanish, 
Levant, tare Granada Confederation. Gibraltar, Cuba, Argentine Republic, Egypt, Soruth. Pent 
envelope, Greece unpaid, Guatemala, Farid koe. set o f 3 Chili, Sorinaa, Honofalo, Brazil 1850 and 
other obsolete issues, Bulgaria, St. Thomas, rare Moldo-Wallarhia, Fiji Isles, ohaolrer Newfoundland, 
Deccan envelope. Japan news band, Honduras, British South Africa, British Honduras, set o f  4 
Nicaragua, ret o f 3 Philippine (Infant King), Argentine J cent., and others equally rare. Some o f  the 
stamps in t e a  packet are worth from l /б to 1/6 each. Boat-free, 31/-.

IVI, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.



PHILATELIC WORKS,
PUBLISHED OH FOR SALE, BY STANLEY GIBBONS, UNITED.

A LL POST-FREE.

A Fuller and more Comprehensive LieI ie contained in their 16-page Prospectus. Sent
Post-free on application.

T H E  P H I L A T E L I C  H A N D B O O K . B j  U a j o i  E v a x s .  400 pages; prr>
fu.sely Illustrateti. •

N o . i. —Crown 8 vo, strongly bound in cm bossed doth, güt lettering, marbled edges 
N o  i - D e j  Svo, Edition  do L uxe, handsomely bound, extra eilt, superior 

toned paper . . . . . . .
T H E  S E C O N D  S U P P L E M E N T ,  containing the Poetai Itänet a f 1(86-7. 73 

paces, fully Illustrated . ,  . . . .

C O L O N I A L  S T A M P S :  IDeludine th o se  o f  G r e e t  B r k a lo . B y  G in s x a r  
Lo ckv eb . 343 pages, fully Illustrated.

N o . 1,— Crown (ro , strongly bound in embossed doth, güt lettering, Ac. .  .
N o . a.— Demy Bra, E d itio n  1 »  L u xe, handsomely bound, extra gilt, «upo ina 

toned paper . . .  .  . . .
T H E  M U L R E A D Y  E N V E L O P E  a nd  its  C a rica tu re s . B y  H a jo a  E t a n ş . 

With 45 full-page Illustrations.
N o . I .— Strongly bound in e x tra  doth, güt lettering .  .  .  .
N o . a.—Edition de  L uxe. Handsomely bound, superior paper, A c . . .

S T A N L E Y  G I B B O N S ' M O N T H L Y  J O U R N A L . VoL I L  .89.-93 . .
Ditto ditto ditto VoL I I I .  1(93-93 .  .

T H E  S T A M P  A N D  A U C T I O N  R E C O R D  (.■ » «a). A  rateable «uric
of Reference for Philatelists .  .  .  ,  ,  ,

T H E  P H I L A T E L I C  R E C O R D . Bound in doth. Th e Premier Magazine o f
the period. Voi. IV . (1883) to VoL X I I . (1890)- o r  the Nine BotmdVotemes, 
j£3 ax., post.free. Per VoL .  .  .  . . .

W E S T O B V S  C A T A L O G U E  O F  B R I T I S H  S T A M P S  te r ye Y e a n  .

T H E  J U B I L E E  O F  P E N N Y  P O S T A G E . Secxm d E dition . B y  a  Com 
mittee of the G .P .O .. Loudon . .  .  . . .

T H E  S T A M P S  O F  B R I T I S H  I N D I A  A N D  C E Y L O N . With 3 4  sheets 
of Autotype Illustrations. Compiled by lb e  Loudon Philatelic Society .

T H E  S T A M P S  O P  O C E A N I A . W ith so full-page Autotype Iltestrarioot. 
Compiled by the London Philatelic Society .  .  .

T H E  S T A M P S  O F  G R E A T  B R I T A I N . B y  E. A . P k i l u i c k  and
W. A  S. W b st o b t  . . .  .  . . .

A  C O L O U R  C H A R T . Designed to ID uttnte and Identify the colours o f  
Postage Stamps .  • .  .  . . .

T H E  S T A M P S  O F  T H E  U N I T E D  S T A T E S .  B y  J o n a  К . T гr r ait» .
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P R E P A R E D  S T A M P  M O U N T S . Far affixing Stamps in Cotlectioos neatly and expeditiously. 
Far superior to the old plan o f gumming the Stamps, and inserting them so that it в  only «üb 
great difficulty they can be withdrawn. P r ic e s  : Medium, small, or large sire, 4 L  per 100 ; 
a/з per 1000, post-free. T b c Prepared Paper can be supplied in Large Sheets, ready gummed, 
at jd . per Sheet, post-free.

J u s t  Published.—A  P E R F O R A T I O N  G A U G E . Arranged on a  greatly  improved plan. 
Enabling the Philatelist to test the Perforations of a  Stamp without removal from a  Collect too. 
Price id .  ; post-free, yd.

A n  E n tire ly  N E W  and R E V I S E D  C O L O N I A L  and F O R E I G N  S T A M P  E X C H A N G E  
C I R C U L A R . Increased to  13 pages, and revised to 1893. Post-free. ) L

S t a n l e y  Gi в bo n s, L t d . ,  P h i l a t e l i c  P u b l i s h e r s ,  391, S t r a n d ,  L o n d o n ,  W .C


